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Glossary
Term
BEIS
BESSM
DNO
DSO
EFR
ENA
ESOF
FAT
FFR
FOSS
IIB
IT
KOMP
LCN Fund
Ofgem
PCS
PPR
RIIO-ED1
RTU
SDRC
SOCS
SNS
STOR
TSO

Definition
Department for Business, Energy and Industrial Strategy
Battery Energy Storage System Management
Distribution Network Operator
Distribution System Operator
Enhanced Frequency Response
Energy Networks Association
Energy Storage Operators Forum
Factory Acceptance Tests
Firm Frequency Response
Forecasting, Optimisation and Scheduling System
IBM Integration Bus
Information Technology
Kiwi Operational Management Platform
Low Carbon Network (LCN) Fund is a funding mechanism introduced by Ofgem to
promote research and development for smart distribution networks
Office of Gas and Electricity Markets
Power Conversion System
Six monthly Project Progress Report
The first electricity distribution price control to reflect the new RIIO (Revenue = Incentives
+ Innovation + Outputs) model for electricity distribution network regulation
Remote Terminal Unit
Successful Delivery Reward Criteria
Smart Optimisation & Control System
Smarter Network Storage (Tier 2 innovation project)
Short Term Operating Reserve
Transmission System Operator – National Grid
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1. Project background
The UK Government has committed to reducing greenhouse gas emissions by 80% by 2050 relative to 1990 emission
levels. This poses significant challenges and an unprecedented transformation in the way we generate, distribute and
consume electricity.
The UK Government's decarbonisation plan highlights the need to replace higher carbon sources of generation with low
carbon generation. Two key forecasts of the Government’s plan directly relevant to network operators are:



By 2030, around 40 to 70 GW of new low carbon capacity will be needed to achieve the government’s carbon
targets, which will predominantly come from sources such as renewable and nuclear plants; and
By 2050, electricity demand may increase by 30% to 60%. This increase in demand is anticipated to come from
increased deployment of low carbon technologies needed to decarbonise the transport and building sectors such
as electric vehicles and heat pumps.

The combination of increased low carbon generation mix and electricity demand with typically more pronounced peaks
creates challenges for the operation and stability of the UK’s electricity system. The dramatic change in generation mix
towards renewable and nuclear results in a supply side that is less flexible and more intermittent than ever before,
requiring network and system operators to take additional steps to ensure the security of supply to consumers.
Real-time balancing of a system dominated by more intermittent renewables, and less flexible nuclear generation and
increased demand with more pronounced peaks becomes both complicated and costly. The application of the current
passive network design philosophies results in costly traditional network reinforcement which will add significant
underutilised capacity to the network.
This system-wide challenge driven by a changing technical, societal and political landscape, requires a new way of
thinking. It requires other cost effective forms of flexibility to address this reduction in flexibility from both electricity supply
and demand. Large scale energy storage such as battery storage, is one such promising source of flexibility and has
been flagged by the Smart Grid Forum, the Energy and Climate Change Committee, Ofgem and Department for
Business, Energy and Industrial Strategy (BEIS) (previously Department of Energy & Climate Change) as one of the key
smart interventions likely to feature in the future smart grid.
Large scale energy storage decouples the timing of generation and demand. This can mitigate rising costs to consumers
associated with reinforcement and system balancing. This potential is further increased when providing additional
services such as standby reserve and system frequency response.
When the project started, the uptake of large scale energy storage by the electricity sector in an efficient and economic
manner had its own technical, commercial and regulatory challenges:




No track record of large scale storage deployment demonstrations, reducing sector confidence
No proven viable commercial business case, in particular to access multiple value streams and applications
Potential barriers from a regulatory framework that did not define energy storage

UK Power Networks’ earlier smaller scale energy storage demonstration project at Hemsby was built to demonstrate the
functionality storage can provide to support the network but was not remitted to demonstrate a clear solution to all of the
challenges above. It did however prove the technical feasibility of energy storage leading to the development of Smarter
Network Storage (SNS) project to address all the bigger challenges in line with the company’s Innovation Strategy.
The 33/11kV primary substation in Leighton Buzzard in east England, was identified as an ideal site to execute the SNS
project. It has two 38MVA transformers, each fed by a 33kV overhead line with a 35MVA winter rating. The substation
firm capacity was constrained by the thermal rating of the lines in the event of N-1 single failure situation. Load forecasts
projected that reinforcement was due, which would involve installing a third transformer and approximately 20km of
underground cable. Although solving the constraint, it would have a four year lead time and remain mainly underutilised.
This site was ideal for SNS as it would defer reinforcement, be ready in two years and provide suitable network conditions
for trialling the multiple use cases of battery storage. Sized at 6MW/10MWh, SNS was designed to provide peak shaving
for 1.5 hours thus providing appropriate network support during the forecast winter peaks.
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This close-down report summarises the SNS project with the aim to disseminate the project’s learnings to the wider
storage industry for the benefit of existing and future customer requirements.

2. Executive summary
UK Power Networks embarked on a journey to explore the benefits battery storage can deliver. In 2007, a small scale
battery storage device was installed at Hemsby to investigate the technical feasibility of battery storage for network
support purposes only. In 2012, UK Power Networks designed the SNS project to explore the technical and commercial
feasibility as well as regulatory barriers to multiple applications of large scale battery storage.
UK Power Networks was awarded £13.2m in December 2012 under Ofgem’s Low Carbon Network (LCN) Fund to
undertake the SNS Tier 2 project. UK Power Networks and the project partners invested an additional £4.3m and £1.2m
respectively to the project, which brought the project budget to a total of £18.7m.
This four year project, which ran from January 2013 to December 2016, was delivered under budget by 5% at a total
cost of £16.7m. The project team had cost effectively delivered the project to return £1.5m to electricity customers, which
comprises
 £0.8m from project savings gained through project delivery efficiencies
 £0.1m from greater than anticipated interest earned compared to the interest assumed in the bid submission
 £0.6m from revenue earned from delivered services during the course of the project.
This represents value for money to customers as customer funding for the project has been reduced from the original
£13.2m to £11.7m due to the return of £1.5m to customers.
The SNS project successfully achieved all that it set out to accomplish as stated in the SNS full bid submission 1,
evidenced by the timely delivery of all eight Successful Delivery Reward Criteria (SDRCs). It also exceeded expectations
by providing further value to customers through undertaking additional trials prior to project closure and contributed to
the advancement of storage by informing and shaping the storage industry, government policies and regulatory
framework.

2.1 Project aim
The SNS project aimed to address the technical, commercial and regulatory challenges facing the uptake of large scale
battery storage across distribution networks in order to unlock investment in the industry.

2.2 Project objectives
The project aim was achieved by trialling innovative technical and commercial techniques to fulfil the following five
objectives, which were designed to address the technical, commercial and regulatory challenges facing the uptake of
large scale energy storage:
 Demonstrate deployment of large scale battery storage;
 Developed and trialled first of a kind software system to enable value optimisation of storage across the power
system;
 Assess and validate multiple value streams to realise the full value battery storage could provide DNOs and the
wider power system;
 Analyse existing regulatory barriers and viable business models for storage including novel commercial
arrangements with key industry participants to support the shared use of battery storage; and
 Disseminate the project’s learnings to the wider industry.

1

http://innovation.ukpowernetworks.co.uk/innovation/en/Projects/tier-2-projects/Smarter-Network-Storage-(SNS)/Project-Documents/SNS+Full+ReSubmission+Proforma+%28Clean%29.pdf
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2.3 Scope
The project was carefully segregated into five methods (i.e. work streams) to align with the five objectives. This enabled
a clear line of sight of the activities contributing to the project objectives and ultimately to the project aim. The scope of
each method is shown in Figure 1 below.
These five distinct methods were interdependent in achieving the project aim. The innovative hardware and software
systems developed in Methods 1 and 2 respectively, together with the novel commercial arrangements created in Method
4 enabled the demonstration of the value streams in Method 3 and the detailed evaluation of different business models
and assessment of the regulatory barriers in Method 4. Method 5 was set up to disseminate the learning from Methods
1 - 4.

Figure 1: Scope of methods

2.4 Project outcomes
The project successfully addressed the technical, commercial and regulatory challenges facing battery storage in the
electricity industry. It demonstrated the multi-purpose applications of large scale (6MW/10MWh) battery storage across
the electricity system. The project also effectively disseminated the project’s learning to inform and shape the storage
industry, government policies and the regulatory framework. A breakdown of the outcomes for each of the five methods
is below; please see section 4 for more specific details on the project outcomes.
2.4.1 Method 1 outcome: Gained and shared experience deploying a large scale battery storage
Method 1 completed detailed planning and constructed the 6MW/10MWh battery storage site at the Leighton Buzzard
primary substation. Full planning consents for the site was achieved on 7 June 2013. Construction commenced on 4
November 2013 following the completion and approval of the detailed design of the site. After approximately 12 months
of construction, the battery storage site was commissioned in December 2014.
2.4.2

Method 2 outcome: Developed a first-of-a-kind storage scheduling and dispatch optimiser
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Method 2 developed and trialled the SOCS system which enabled the multiple applications of the SNS battery storage
site. This system enabled the optimised scheduling and dispatch of the battery storage site based on historic customer
electricity demand, scheduled network outages, weather and forecasted commercial service portfolio with priority given
to network security.
2.4.3

Method 3 outcome: Trial based value assessment of individual services offered across the power
industry
Method 3 trialled and assessed services that could be provided to the Distribution Network Operator (DNO), Transmission
System Operator (TSO) and electricity supplier. In addition to trialling the feasibility of each service, the trials also
provided evidence on the revenue streams and demonstrated how revenue from multiple services could be stacked to
achieve the optimum business case for battery storage of this type.
The DNO services trialled were peak shaving, reactive power support and voltage control. The TSO services trialled
were Firm Frequency Response (FFR), Short Term Operating Reserve (STOR), triads and capacity market participation.
Additionally, a tolling service to the electricity supplier was trialled. These trials ran from the beginning of December 2014
until the conclusion of the project in December 2016. The capacity market and voltage control trials were additional trials,
not included in the original project scope, conducted to obtain further learning of the capability of SNS before the project
concluded, which delivered further value to customers.
Overall Method 3 concluded that SNS could deliver all the trialled services individually and some suitable services
simultaneously through the concurrent use of active and reactive power.
2.4.4

Method 4 outcome: Developed novel commercial arrangements and shared the viable business models
and regulatory insights gained
Method 4 delivered the two novel commercial agreements that underpinned the Method 3 trials. It provided bespoke
bilateral agreements with an aggregator (Kiwi Power) and an electricity supplier (Smartest Energy). The back-to-back
Aggregator Services agreement enabled the SNS facility to provide ancillary services to the TSO through Kiwi Power.
The Energy Supply and Tolling agreement with Smartest Energy enabled the reconciliation of exchanged energy to
charge and discharge the storage device as well as providing tolling service to Smartest Energy.
The SNS project revealed existing regulatory and legal barriers to the uptake of large scale storage and made eight
recommendations which are listed in section 4.4. The project’s timing enabled it to capitalise on the increased interest in
storage to inform and shape the evolution of GB legal and regulatory framework as evidenced in BEIS/Ofgem call for
evidence for a smart, flexible energy system2.
Method 4 also assessed the business models and viable business cases for storage. The project published a storage
business model consultation report in July 2013. The majority of the responses to the consultation report agreed with the
two lead storage business models proposed in the consultation report: DNO contracted and third party contracted
services. The business cases for these models were assessed and the results were documented in the storage business
case report. Method 3 findings formed the basis of the assumptions utilised in the business case assessment. Based on
these assumptions, the DNO led SNS equivalent and the third party Enhanced Frequency Response (EFR) focused
business cases were proven to be marginally viable.
2.4.5

Method 5 outcome: The learning shared enhanced GB industry and university experience, progressed
government thinking and shaped policy for the benefit of the customer and the low carbon agenda
The project recognised the importance of effective learning dissemination and the benefits of disseminating to the wider
industry. The wider industry included but not limited to DNOs, the TSO, government bodies, regulators, storage
developers, storage suppliers, investors, industry associations, academia and local residents. This was above and
beyond Ofgem’s requirements to disseminate learning to other DNOs.
All sharing was done recognising the principle that learning dissemination was bidirectional which entailed
communication of the project findings and seeking feedback from stakeholders. Feedback was sought from stakeholders
through a consultation report, DNO engagement and the project’s learning events. The project consistently received
positive feedback.

2

BEIS/Ofgem Call for evidence for a smart, flexible energy system, November 2016
https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/576367/Smart_Flexibility_Energy_-_Call_for_Evidence1.pdf
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The project learning was extensively disseminated to the wider industry through ten different mechanisms. The project
undertook a total of 175 learning dissemination activities in its four year lifecycle. These activities are listed in section
12.4.

2.5 Successful delivery of project objectives and SDRCs
The SNS project successfully met all five of its project objectives listed in section 2.1. It also delivered all eight SDRC
reports on time to a high standard. Evidence of fulfilling the project objectives and SDRCs can be found in section 5.

2.6 Main project learning
The SNS project has provided the following unique insights into the development and deployment of a large scale battery
storage device and its operation in the GB commercial and regulatory environment.


Design, planning and construction experience gained from the SNS project will inform future
development of large scale storage projects with the aim to reduce lead time and ultimately cost
The project highlighted important factors to consider in the design and planning of large-scale distributionconnected storage. The two main learning points were:
(i)
A rigorous approach to the selection and procurement of an integrated battery storage system is
required to manage the risk posed by an immature supply chain; and
(ii)
All aspects of local authority planning need to be considered such as the need to be vigilant on reviewing
local plans in order to submit a robust planning application.



Software solutions enabled the optimised operation of the battery storage and integration into network
operation. Its robustness and redundancy should be tested with the appropriate rigor
A key part of the project was the novel IT solution, SOCS, which enabled the shared use of the energy storage
facility to optimise the value of the battery storage. It scheduled the battery for a range of commercial services,
whilst managing network constraints effectively. This required the seamless integration of the IT solution into
the DNO systems and business processes. In addition, robustness and redundancy of all components and subcomponents of SOCS was crucial in ensuring its reliable performance.



Battery storage has the ability to provide peak load management as an alternative to network
reinforcement
The project demonstrated the capability of the SNS battery storage facility to support the distribution network by
providing peak shaving when required and hence, deferring the need for network reinforcement. This showed
that the SNS site was suitably sized, both in terms of power and energy and also in terms of building capacity
for potential upgrade to ensure that future load growth could be accommodated.



Battery storage has the ability to provide services to the electricity market
The commercial trials undertaken by the project proved that the battery storage is fully capable and reliable in
providing reserve and response services to the TSO as well as tolling services to electricity suppliers. The trials
also demonstrated that storage is a multi-purpose technology, capable of doing different things at the same
time. This showed the technical synergies between the services that battery storage could provide and the
commercial benefits of stacking revenues from the provision of multiple services.



Both DNO led and third party storage business models can be viable
The project assessed both DNO led and third party business models for the deployment of large scale storage.
The business cases for both models were found marginally viable based on the SNS trial findings and
assumptions utilised. In all business cases, battery costs, while falling, were still the most significant driver of
business case viability. Frequency response currently provides the highest revenue and is the key revenue
stream for battery storage. Targeting and capturing value from the current ancillary services was found to be
essential for project economics for all the business cases considered. However, a balance has to be struck
between pursuing short-term value and catering for longer-term uncertainties.
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Regulatory issues can impact on the uptake of storage for network management
Electricity storage is currently not explicitly recognised as a discrete activity or asset class in the GB or EU legal
and regulatory frameworks. Accordingly, storage is treated by default as a type of generation asset. A clear
definition of storage will provide certainty to investors and assist in unlocking investment in storage.

2.7 Main methodology learning
All learning associated with the SNS project can be found in the project’s SDRCs and PPRs listed in section 13. The
following section summarises the main learning points to increase efficiency of future innovation projects in this area.
Further detail can be found in section 9.


Allow appropriate amounts of time, costs and effort to obtain planning consents
Securing planning consents at Leighton Buzzard for SNS required significant time, costs, resources and a broad
range of specialists. Future projects should allow appropriate time and resource or begin sooner in the project
programme to complete this effectively.



Develop a robust purchase approach and negotiation plan with the procurement team to manage an
immature storage supply chain
The current immature and evolving battery storage supply chain poses uncertainty in the procurement of an
integrated battery storage system. Rigorous due diligence and risk mitigation measures were required to
manage this uncertainty. This requires close collaboration with the procurement team to develop a robust
purchase approach and negotiation plan early in the project.



Plan to start early on commercial negotiations as they will take longer than anticipated
Negotiating bespoke bilateral commercial contracts in Method 4 required significant engagement, time and
effort. Starting commercial negotiations earlier in the project will enable timely finalisation of bespoke contract
negotiations. Additional costs and resources for contract negotiations may need to be incorporated in future
projects.



Allow sufficient time to identify and recruit suitable resources with the required skills for the project
The nature of innovation projects may require DNOs to contract or develop additional expertise to deliver them.
The identification, recruitment and mobilisation of a suitable delivery team may take longer than anticipated.
This may need to be accounted for in the project plan of future projects.



Account for system integration challenges in the project plan
The project experienced challenges with integrating the entire first of a kind large scale SNS battery storage
system, which was expected from an innovation project. Both the hardware and software components
experienced significant integration challenges. Future innovation projects should include time, effort and
resources for the resolution of system integration challenges in their project plan.

3. Details of the work carried out
In order to achieve the project aim, the project structure was defined with clear responsibilities and an overall project
methodology was developed. This was key to ensuring coherent co-ordination of the multiple parties involved in the
project across each of the five distinct methods.
UK Power Networks undertook the five methods in close collaboration with eight project partners (AMT Sybex,
Swanbarton, Poyry Management Consulting, Smartest Energy, Kiwi Power, National Grid, Newcastle University and
Imperial College London), three equipment suppliers (S&C Electric and subcontractors, Younicos and Samsung SDI)
and one construction contractor (Morrison Utility Services).
Table 1 below shows the role of each organisation for each method.
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Organisation

Method 1
(Energy storage
hardware)

UK Power
Networks
S&C Electrics

Method 2
(SOCS)

Method 3
(Storage value
streams,
services and
modelling)

Method 4
(Commercial
and regulatory
frameworks)

Method 5
(Learning and
dissemination)

Lead for all methods with overall responsibility for the project
Fully integrated
battery storage
system supplier

-

-

-

-

Battery system
control system
supplier

-

-

-

-

Samsung SDI

Battery supplier

-

-

-

-

Morrison Utility
Services

Electrical and
civil contractor

-

-

-

-

-

Development of
Forecasting,
Optimisation and
Scheduling
System (FOSS)
for SOCS

-

-

-

Newcastle
University

-

Development of
SOCS
optimisation
algorithm

-

-

Kiwi Power

-

-

Aggregator for
ancillary services

-

Smartest
Energy

-

-

Electricity
supplier

-

Learning and
dissemination

National Grid

-

-

-

-

Younicos

AMT Sybex

Imperial
College
London
Poyry
Management
Consulting
Swanbarton

-

-

Procured
ancillary services
Assessment of
storage
contribution to
security of supply

-

-

-

-

-

-

Assessment of
future market
scenarios for
storage
Assessment of
storage business
case and existing
regulatory
arrangements
Analysis of future
storage products
or services

Learning and
dissemination
-

Learning and
dissemination
Learning and
dissemination

Learning and
dissemination

Table 1: Organisation roles for SNS

Co-ordination of the five distinct methods by the UK Power Networks dedicated project team entailed sequencing the
methods and associated activities to enable subsequent methods and activities. Given the interactions and dependencies
between the methods as described earlier, the overall project co-ordination was a critical element to ensuring timely
delivery and maximising learning.
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This section summarises the methodologies and key phases of each of the five methods described in section 2.3. Further
details of each method (i.e. work stream) phases can be found in the SDRC reports and project progress reports listed
in section 13.

3.1 Method 1 – Energy storage hardware
Method 1 was to design, plan and deliver the 6MW/10MWh battery storage site at Leighton Buzzard primary substation.
The battery storage device was to be housed in a purpose built building adjacent to the existing Leighton Buzzard
substation with minimal environmental and visual impact with the ability to accommodate future battery expansion.
The methodology to achieve the objective of Method 1 is shown in Figure 2. The building planning consents and battery
storage system procurement phases were undertaken in parallel to enable greater time efficiency. The output of these
phases formed the input to the SNS detailed design phase. Construction of SNS commenced after the completion and
approval of the detailed design. This was followed by the testing and commissioning of the integrated battery storage
system. The testing and commissioning phase trialled both the functionality of the integrated battery storage system and
the effectiveness of the approach taken in the previous phases. The outcomes of these phases can be found in section
4.1.

Planning
consents
Detailed design

Construction

Testing and
commissioning

Procurement
Figure 2: Methodology for Method 1

3.2 Method 2 – SOCS
This Method was to develop and trial an end-to-end Information Technology (IT) system called SOCS which managed
the shared use of the battery storage to achieve optimal value across multiple applications whilst maintaining electricity
network security. It interfaced with the battery storage system through the monitoring and control system, the distribution
network control room and other stakeholders who interfaced with the battery such as aggregators, electricity supplier,
battery system operator and metrology office.
Figure 3 shows the methodology to achieve the objective of Method 2. The five phases of Method 2 were to be undertaken
sequentially with each phase based on the outputs of the previous phase.

Figure 3: Methodology for Method 2

Requirements
UK Power Networks developed the business process workflows for SOCS. Based on this, the high level requirements
for the SOCS system were specified in conjunction with project partners and suppliers. Each high level requirement was
assigned an owner whom was responsible for building upon the high level requirements to develop the detail requirement.
Design
The detail requirements formed the basis of the design. This phase specified the architecture underpinning the SOCS
system and produced the high level technology design, functional specifications and business infrastructure design.
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Development
This phase moved the design into software development and configuration, followed by testing each developed
component of the SOCS system separately to ensure they performed as expected.
Integration and testing
This phase entailed integrating all the components of the SOCS system, and subsequently testing the whole SOCS
system under a controlled offline environment.
Go Live
After receiving the approval to Go Live, implementation plans were developed. SNS was operated under a closely
monitored online environment prior to transitioning the SOCS system to live operation.

3.3 Method 3 – Assessing storage value streams and services
This method assessed the potential of the SNS facility to deliver multiple services and their associated value streams as
well as the assessment of the contribution of energy storage to the security of supply. This was achieved by trialling the
multiple services suitable for the SNS facility.
Figure 4 shows the methodology to achieve the objectives of Method 3.

Figure 4: Methodology for Method 3

Develop services use case
The key services for which storage could provide benefits were identified and use cases were developed to define the
specific services that will be trialled by the project.
Detail trial planning
Each identified trial was then designed in detail. This included gathering specifications, design, development and testing
of the software systems used to manage the SNS facility. The network related trials were designed in conjunction with
Imperial College London who undertook the assessment of the contribution to security of supply of shared use storage.
More details on trial planning can be found in SDRC 9.7 – Successful Demonstrations of Storage Value Streams.
Conduct trials
The trials were conducted in four phases as shown in Figure 4 above. The first three phases trialled the services to the
DNO, TSO and electricity supplier separately. The fourth phase trialled the optimised simultaneous delivery of multiple
services. Figure 5 shows all the conducted trials by the project.
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Figure 5: SNS trial phases (* additional trials)

In order to deliver further value to customers, the project conducted two additional trials (capacity market service and
voltage control service) to obtain further learning of the capability of SNS before the project concluded. These trials were
in addition to all the trials stipulated in the SNS bid submission.
The DNO services trialled were peak shaving, reactive power support and voltage control.
 Peak shaving was the primary application for the SNS project and was given priority over all other services.
Peak shaving is the reduction of peak electricity demand experienced by the electricity network reducing the
risk to security of supply.
 The reactive power support explored in this project was power factor improvement at Leighton Buzzard
substation.
 In addition, SNS demonstrated the ability to help maintain the substation voltage within pre-defined thresholds
through the use of active and/or reactive power.
The TSO services trialled were Firm Frequency Response (FFR), reserve, triads and capacity market.
 Dynamic FFR and static FFR were the two variants of the FFR service trialled. Dynamic FFR requires the
storage plant to be dispatched in accordance to a proportional droop characteristic based on measured grid
frequency. Static FFR requires the storage plant to be dispatched with full contracted power only when the
minimum or maximum frequency thresholds are reached.
 The reserve service trialled was Short Term Operating Reserve (STOR). To be eligible for STOR, a service
provider must be able to deliver a minimum of 3MW real power within 20 minutes of a call and maintain that
output for two hours.
 Triads are the three half hour settlement periods of highest transmission system demand within a financial year.
It has been designed to penalise consumption and remunerate generation during peak period on the
transmission system. The capacity market was introduced to ensure security of electricity supply by providing a
payment for reliable sources of capacity, alongside electricity revenues for delivering the energy when needed.
The tolling services provided to the electricity supplier enables the supplier to take commercial control of the storage
device in return for a fee to the storage owner/operator. Note however, that the storage asset operator continues to retain
responsibility for the physical operation of the storage asset. The supplier uses the energy storage asset to optimise the
operation of their portfolio of assets within the electricity wholesale market. The provision of tolling services to the
electricity supplier may take various forms in terms of timelines (i.e. weekly for SNS) depending on the flexibility and
requirements of the storage owner and the supplier. The electricity supplier will provide the tolling profile for the agreed
timeline and this profile is to be followed without additional import and export allowed at any other time.
The operational and financial data were recorded for each trial. This data enabled the assessment of the technical and
commercial capabilities of SNS in providing the different services. These assessments can be found in section 4.3.
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3.4 Method 4 – Assessing commercial and regulatory frameworks
This method had three areas of focus:
 Develop novel commercial arrangements to enable the battery storage application trials;
 Assessment of storage business model and the associated business case; and
 Evaluation of existing legal and regulatory arrangements to identify barriers to the deployment of storage.
Commercial arrangements
The commercial arrangements for the SNS project consisted of project partners’ agreements and the two novel
commercial arrangements.
A multilateral Collaboration Agreement was developed to ensure a common approach to collaboration across all project
partners. UK Power Networks also drafted Individual Project Agreements for each project partner tailored to partner
specific services.
The two novel commercial agreements that underpinned the Method 3 trials described in section 3.3 entailed bespoke
bilateral agreements with an aggregator (Kiwi Power) and electricity supplier (Smartest Energy). The Aggregator Services
agreement allowed SNS to provide ancillary services to the TSO, via Kiwi Power. The Energy Supply and Tolling
agreement with Smartest Energy enabled the reconciliation of exchanged energy to charge and discharge the storage
device as well as providing tolling services to Smartest Energy.
Storage business model and business case assessments
A consultation report was developed to identify the range of potential business models for energy storage and identified
two leading business models. The consultation report, together with an investment case template for the two leading
business models, was distributed to the industry for feedback. The responses received from the industry were analysed
to confirm the consensus reached on the two leading business models presented in the consultation report. The viability
of the business cases for these two leading business models were then investigated based on this consensus.
Legal and Regulatory assessment
The assessment of the GB legal and regulatory framework was informed by consultation with other DNOs via the Energy
Storage Operators Forum, separate bilateral discussions and workshops held with project partners together with
independent storage and renewable developers and the Electricity Storage Network. It was also informed by regulatory
barriers experienced during Method 3 trials.

3.5 Method 5 – Learning and dissemination
The main objective of this method was to disseminate the learning from the other four methods to the wider industry. The
wider industry included although not limited to DNOs, TSO, government bodies, regulators, storage developers, storage
suppliers, investors, local residents, industry associations and academia.
It also promoted the project’s learning within UK Power Networks to inform internal policies such as the planning guidance
for connections of future storage installations to UK Power Networks distribution network in EDS 08-5010, which is
published on the UK Power Networks external G81 website 3.
This work stream also identified existing battery storage learning and ensured these findings were leveraged to provide
value to customers.
A comprehensive Knowledge Dissemination Roadmap was developed to outline the methodology for coherent
dissemination of project learning. It established the four focus areas for the communication of the project:
 Internal communications – Internal to UK Power Networks and project partners which was vital to the success
of the project with the numerous parties involved in the project;
 Communication to external stakeholders;
 Leighton Buzzard local community engagement; and
 Knowledge dissemination

3

UK power Networks G81 library is located at https://library.ukpowernetworks.co.uk/
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4. Project outcomes
This section summarises the outcomes of each method. All SNS project outcomes and learning have been published on
the SNS website4.

4.1 Method 1 outcomes
This section summaries the activities and resulting outcomes for Method 1 phases – planning consents, procurement,
detailed design, construction, testing and commissioning. Further details on planning consents and detailed design can
be found in SDRC 9.1 – Design and planning considerations for large scale distribution connected energy storage. Refer
to SDRC 9.4 – Energy Storage as an Asset for details on the construction and testing and commissioning phases (please
see section 13 for links to reports).
Planning consents phase
The planning application process for the SNS site at Leighton Buzzard took place from May 2012 to February 2013. It
entailed pre-application local consultation and extensive site studies to address any key concerns of local residents,
engagement with key stakeholders such as Central Bedfordshire Council, Environment Agency and the local Highways
Officer. UK Power Networks identified the need for specialist planning expertise and hence appointed planning
consultants, Adrian Salt & Pang at an early stage to assist in this process. The full planning application for the SNS site
at Leighton Buzzard, including all the extensive site studies, were successfully completed and registered with Central
Bedfordshire Council on 8 February 2013. Full planning consent, subject to pre-commencement conditions and related
site obligations, was successfully issued by the Central Bedfordshire Council on 7 June 2013.
Procurement phase
The procurement phase comprised of securing the battery storage system supplier along with the electrical and civil
contractor. The integrated battery storage system supplier selected during the bid submission, A123 Systems, declared
bankruptcy after the bid submission. UK Power Networks quickly appointed the reserve supplier S&C Electric to this role.
Subsequently, Dow Kokam, the S&C battery cell partner, was unwilling to supply the battery system. After extensive due
diligence undertaken by both S&C and UK Power Networks, Samsung SDI was selected as the battery cell supplier in
June 2013.
UK Power Networks procured the civil and electrical contractor through existing frameworks to achieve cost effectiveness
and to offset the four month delay due to battery supplier procurement issues described above. Morrison Utility Services
were appointed as the Principal Contractor on 28 October 2013 as they were cost competitive and had delivered
substation construction projects in the area for UK Power Networks.
Detailed design phase
The designs were revised based on the battery system characteristics for the Samsung SDI batteries. The detailed
designs were approved by the UK Power Networks Design Review Board on 30 September 2013.
Construction phase
Construction commenced on 4 November 2013 with site clearance. The piles for the building foundations were installed
by 30 January 2014. The building was of steel frame construction as this reduced construction timescales, and raised
the site above the flood plain. The building construction and internal preparation was completed on 15 May 2014 at which
time it was handed over to S&C for equipment installation. The June 2014 project progress report contains further details
on construction activities. Construction of the 11kV connection to SNS and SNS auxiliary supplies at Leighton Buzzard
Primary Substation occurred in parallel with the SNS main equipment installation. Landscaping and permanent security
installations were undertaken prior to demobilisation of construction teams. The 6MW/10MWh battery storage site at
Leighton Buzzard primary substation was commissioned in December 2014, approximately 12 months after construction
commenced.
Testing and commissioning phase
The S&C power conversion system successfully passed the Factory Acceptance Tests (FAT) on 31 March 2014 in
Wisconsin, United States. However, the power conversion system had to be re-tested to ensure that modifications to the

4

http://innovation.ukpowernetworks.co.uk/innovation/en/Projects/tier-2-projects/Smarter-Network-Storage-(SNS)/
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product met the UK electromagnetic compatibility requirements as opposed to those of the US standards. The Samsung
SDI batteries successfully passed the FAT on 14 -15 May 2014 in South Korea.
As SNS was a first of a kind large scale battery storage system demonstration, the following three main challenges were
experienced during the testing and commissioning of the integrated battery storage system:
1. Circulating current
Circulating current was experienced due to the building housing the battery system being raised above the site
potential flood level affecting the effectiveness of the earthing system. The circulating current flow was
discovered at approximately 35kHz, a harmonic of the switching frequency of the power inverters, particularly
when both halves of a Power Conversion System (PCS) were in operation. At this frequency, skin effect resulted
in touch potentials of 45V to 50V at points that were solidly earthed. This high frequency current also induced
circulating currents in the surface of the metal tray-work supporting the earth cables. Based on measurements
of the circulating current flow taken during investigations in January 2015, the optimum size for the equipment
earth conductor was calculated. The additional earth conductor was installed in February 2015 between the
equipment and the building earth system and additional building earths were installed to provide as short as
possible a route for the current flow to ground. This resolved the circulating current issue.
2. Electromagnetic coupling
Electromagnetic coupling caused communication issues over the CAN-BUS link between the Battery Energy
System Device Manager Programmable Logic Controller and the Samsung battery rack Battery Management
System. Due to the scale of the system, off-site factory testing for electromagnetic compatibility of the integrated
battery storage system which comprised of components manufactured in different countries, would be
impractical. This issue was resolved with additional electromagnetic shielding and containment as well as using
screened cables for the CAN-BUS.
3. Voltage resonance
Noise on the DC bus caused communication errors on the CAN-BUS. This noise was caused by resonance
between the two 1MW inverters that were connected back-to-back. The direct coupling of the AC side of these
inverters resulted in very high peak to peak voltages to be present between the battery positive and negative
terminals and ground. After extensive software modelling and testing on a physical model at the S&C Electric
facility, a long term solution involving the separation of the two inverters with an interposing transformer was
developed and confirmed. The installation of three interposing transformers for the three sets of 2MW PCS
resolved the voltage resonance issue to provide full 6MW stable operating capability.
The systematic resolution of the above issues enabled 3MW stable operating capability from May 2015, 5MW stable
capability in November 2015 and full 6MW stable operating capability from March 2016. After achieving full 6MW full
operating capability, SNS undertook and passed frequency response pre-qualification test for 6MW capability.

4.2 Method 2 outcomes
The SOCS solution comprised two distinct sub-systems, the software hosted within UK Power Networks’ corporate IT
environment, called the Forecasting, Optimisation and Scheduling System (FOSS), delivered by AMT-SYBEX, and the
control software co-located with the storage at site, called the Battery Energy Storage System Management (BESSM).
The SOCS system and its components are shown in Figure 6.
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Figure 6: An overview of SOCS

The FOSS system calculates the optimised weekly schedule for SNS deployment based on historic customer electricity
demand, scheduled network outages, weather and forecasted commercial service portfolio. It forecasts the local
electricity demand at the site and considers when network support is likely to be required and availability to perform other
commercial services. It was designed to schedule peak shaving service as top priority and schedule any remaining
battery capacity for commercial services in accordance to revenue received for the service (i.e. revenue stacking).
BESSM then dispatches the battery in accordance with the schedule it received from FOSS.
The backbone of the SOCS messaging system is the IBM Integration Bus (IIB). It is responsible for the communication
of messages between the three software platforms – FOSS, BESSM and the aggregator platform. Kiwi Power was the
aggregator for SNS and their platform is called the Kiwi Operational Management Platform (KOMP). The SOCS
messaging system provides a platform to route messages between FOSS, BESSM and KOMP. The communication
interface between these platforms are shown in Figure 7.
Details of the SOCS architecture can be found in SDRC 9.2 – Logical Architecture Design Document.
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Figure 7: SOCS messaging system

4.3 Method 3 outcomes
The trials were undertaken from the beginning of December 2014 after the successful commissioning of the SNS until
the conclusion of the project in December 2016.
The trials demonstrated that SNS could deliver all the trialled services and some suitable services simultaneously.
Multiple services were simultaneously delivered by the concurrent use of active and reactive power. For example,
reactive power can be used to provide peak shaving whilst active power can be concurrently utilised to provide dynamic
FFR.
The trials also provided evidence on the revenue stream of each service and showed how revenue from multiple services
could be stacked. FFR service is currently the most profitable commercial service.
The following sections summarise the findings of the individual service trials. Further details and graphical results can be
found in SDRC 9.7 - Successful Demonstrations of Storage Value Streams.
4.3.1

DNO services
The three DNO services trialled were peak shaving, reactive power support and voltage control. Peak shaving
and voltage control services can be provided by active power, reactive power or both.
Peak shaving
The peak shaving trials showed that during the trial period from November 2014 to November 2015, SNS was
required for 97 hours across 48 days. As no N-1 single failure event occurred during the trial period, the peak
shaving capability of SNS was tested by setting artificial loading limits below Leighton Buzzard’s firm rating of
34MVA to 24MVA and 28MVA. SNS was able to successfully provide peak shaving with active power, reactive
power or both forms of power, to support security of supply in the event of a N-1 failure. This demonstrated that
SNS is reliable and effective in providing peak shaving service.
Reactive power support
This trial tested the capability of SNS to provide reactive power support to improve the power factor at Leighton
Buzzard substation. The tests were conducted during the period 6 - 8 June 2015. It showed that the SNS is
suitable and effective in providing reactive power support to the distribution network. This helps to reduce
technical losses on the distribution network and improve power quality to customers.
In addition, the tests also showed that reactive power support can be undertaken concurrently with the delivery
of frequency response services which require active power.
Voltage control – additional trial to SNS bid submission
This trial assessed the capability of the SNS to regulate the Leighton Buzzard substation voltage within statutory
limits. SNS successfully provided voltage control services on 10, 11 and 21 October 2016 with active power,
reactive power and both forms of power. It has been identified that it is more beneficial to provide voltage control
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service with reactive power at the Leighton Buzzard primary site as opposed to active power because of the
following factors:
 The high X/R ratio of the local electricity network at Leighton Buzzard results in more effective voltage
management with reactive power to compensate for the inductive losses;
 Reactive power is provided by the inverters and hence, reduces battery utilisation and will increase the
battery lifespan; and
 Delivering voltage control services with reactive power enables the active power to be simultaneously
used for other services such as firm frequency response services.
Furthermore, the project has proven that voltage control service can also provide additional benefits such as
improving voltage stability for customers and potentially extend the lifespan of the substation’s On Load Tap
Changer. During the voltage control trials, an average of four tap operations were avoided daily for each of the
two 33/11kV transformers at Leighton Buzzard. This 30% reduction in daily tap operations is expected to extend
the lifespan of the On Load Tap Changer.
4.3.2

TSO services
The SNS facility provided the TSO services through a third party aggregator (Kiwi Power) in order to comply with
the distribution licence unbundling requirement. The TSO services trialled were FFR (both static and dynamic),
reserve (STOR), triads and capacity market participation. These services required the use of active power.
FFR
To enrol into the TSO’s FFR programme, each site is required to pass a pre-qualification assessment to ensure
that it satisfied the FFR service requirements. This rigorous pre-qualification assessment entails the evaluation
of 15 pre-qualification tests by the TSO prior to enrolment into the FFR programme.
These tests were conducted on 9 July 2015 and were completed successfully. SNS technically pre-qualified with
3MW power to enter the FFR programme on the 5 August 2015. However, SNS could not participate in the FFR
programme until the completion of the contractual arrangements between UK Power Networks, Kiwi Power and
the TSO. This agreement was completed on 7 October 2015, as detailed in section 3.4.
During the FFR trial period from October 2015 to January 2016, SNS was declared available for a total of 1,378
hours. It provided both static and dynamic FFR services to the TSO.
Static FFR
On 11 January 2016, SNS was declared as available and successfully dispatched to provide static FFR services
to assist the TSO with balancing the system. SNS was dispatched when the system frequency fell below the low
frequency threshold of 49.7Hz.
The revenue from providing the static FFR service for a day is about 2.5 times the costs incurred during the
service provision. This revenue includes the income from availability payments for static FFR, energy payment
while exporting to respond to the frequency event call and the income from Balancing Services Use of System
Charges. However, costs for providing static FFR are not negligible. The most significant costs are LV auxiliary
consumption, DNO capacity charge and energy charges for the import of energy required to charge the SNS.
Dynamic FFR
SNS was dispatched on 24 October 2014 for dynamic FFR services. It was dispatched proportionately when the
grid frequency exceeded the lower and higher band frequency thresholds of 49.95Hz and 50.05Hz respectively.
These trials showed that SNS is suitable and effective in providing both static and dynamic FFR services to the
TSO.
They have also proven that the economics of providing static and dynamic FFR services to the TSO are
favourable with the revenues earned outweighing the operational costs of providing the service. The auxiliary
consumption costs experienced for static FFR was lower compared to the dynamic FFR service. In addition,
degradation of the batteries also expected to be higher when providing dynamic FFR compared to static FFR.
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STOR
SNS with 3MW capacity was tested for STOR by the TSO on 6 March 2015 and successfully pre-qualified for
the STOR programme. The STOR trials commenced in April 2015 and were completed in September 2015.
During this trial period, on site investigations were being carried out which rendered SNS to be formally available
for a total of 980.5 hours of the maximum total 1,535.5 hours defined windows for STOR by the TSO. A single
STOR utilisation event occurred on the morning of 27 August 2015. SNS was called for 1.1 hours to deliver the
contracted power of 3MW and was successfully dispatched. The STOR trials showed that SNS is suitable for
providing this service to the TSO.
However, the economics of providing dedicated STOR service have generally proven unfavourable based on
the business model of SNS. The costs of operating SNS outweigh the revenues earned from providing STOR
services.
Triads
Two full triad sessions were experienced in the winters of 2014/15 and 2015/16. During winter 2014/15, SNS
successfully exported on average 3.2MW for one triad period on 2 February 2015 and received a £35k payment
for this service. During winter 2015/16, SNS successfully participated in all three triads period shown below and
received a total revenue of £149k for the service provided.
Triad period

SNS Response

25 November 2015 17:30
19 January 2016 17:30

Exported circa 2.3MW
Exported circa 4.3MW

15 February 2016 18:30

Exported circa 4.3MW

Table 2: SNS response to 2015/16 triad periods

These trials demonstrated that SNS is suitable and effective in providing triad services.
Capacity market – additional trial to SNS bid submission
SNS is participating in the capacity market with full 6MW power for one year commencing from 1 October 2016.
It has successfully delivered energy for three simulated and one real capacity event from 1 October 2016 to 11
November 2016. The real capacity event occurred on 31 October 2016.
4.3.3

Electricity supplier
The SNS facility traded with the wholesale electricity market via a third party electricity supplier (Smartest Energy)
in order to comply with the distribution licence unbundling requirement. The tolling profile was agreed with
Smartest Energy for the week commencing 29 February 2016. SNS followed closely the pre-agreed profile and
the total energy delivered throughout the week matched the planned energy with 93% overall accuracy. This
demonstrates that SNS is reliable and effective in providing tolling services to an electricity supplier.
All commercial costs associated with the operation of SNS are transferred to the electricity supplier. The auxiliary
costs are excluded from this transferred cost and are charged to UK Power Networks. The value of providing the
tolling service is lower than the other SNS commercial services (i.e. FFR and STOR). Accordingly, it has been
given the lowest priority in the scheduling of SNS.

4.3.4

Contribution of storage to the security of supply
The GB standard for security of supply (ENA Engineering Recommendation P2/6) does not currently consider
energy storage systems in the planning for distribution networks. Due to the unique characteristics of energy
storage, a new capacity calculation method is required.
Energy storage plants face both power and energy constraints and depend on the storage plant state-of-charge.
In addition, the demand profile is a major factor to the energy storage’s contribution to security. Peaky demand
profiles are best suited for energy storage compared to flat demand profiles due to limited scope for charging the
storage plant.
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The proposed capacity calculation method by the project includes the maximum power shortfall and maximum
shortfall duration to specify the peak shaving capabilities of an energy storage system. Maximum power shortfall
is the power difference between maximum demand and the network firm capacity. Maximum shortfall duration is
the duration of maximum power shortfall (i.e. hours at risk). Based on the SNS peak shaving trials, the current
security contribution of SNS plant is 100% of the observed power shortfall at Leighton Buzzard.
Forecasting errors related to the storage plant’s power and energy allocation should be considered in cases
where the energy storage plant is not exclusively dedicated to the provision of network security. This is the case
for SNS. A risk adverse commitment strategy demonstrated to predominately mitigate forecasting errors at the
expense of potential resource over-commitment.
Further details on the contribution of storage to security of supply can be found in SDRC 9.6 – Analysis of
Integrated Energy Storage Contribution to Security of Supply.

4.4 Method 4 outcomes
This section summaries the activities and resulting outcomes for the three elements of Method 4:
 Commercial arrangements to enable the battery storage application trials;
 Assessment of storage business model and the associated business case; and
 Evaluation of existing legal and regulatory arrangements to identify barriers to the deployment of storage.
Commercial arrangements
Project partner agreements and the two novel commercial arrangements underpinning the Method 3 trials were agreed
by the SNS project partners. More details on the novel commercial arrangements can be found in SDRC 9.3 –
Commercial Arrangements for Integrated Use of Flexibility.
All project partners listed in section 2.3 agreed and signed the Project Collaboration Agreement and Project Agreements
by August 2013.
The Aggregator Services agreement was achieved by bespoke back-to-back commercial arrangements with the TSO
through Kiwi Power. The FFR service required a minimum power of 10MW. A bridging contract had to be developed to
enable SNS to participate in FFR with a lower power plant. This bridging bilateral contract was finalised for 3MW power
with an option to extend to 6MW power between UK Power Networks, Kiwi Power and the TSO was signed on 7 October
2015. Note SNS power capability was restricted to 3MW in October 2015 due to integration issues described in section
4.1. Although the SNS plant successfully pre-qualified to enter the FFR programme on 5 August 2015, FFR trials could
only commenced after the finalisation of the bridging contract.
Negotiations of Smartest Energy’s fee structure resulted in a suitable fee structure to be created for SNS. Smartest
Energy’s preferred business model was to charge a monthly fixed fee for enabling storage facility to trade in the wholesale
electricity market. However, this fee structure was not appropriate for SNS due to the trial nature of SNS operations
which may involve longer periods of time where it was not operating solely for commercial purposes and may result in
the fee being in excess of revenue earned. Accordingly, a more direct proportional percentage fee of traded volume that
was more suitable for SNS operation was agreed with Smartest Energy.
In addition, this contract highlighted the application ambiguities of supplemental industry charges (i.e. Climate Change
Levy and Feed-in-Tariffs with Contracts for Difference) for the import of electricity by battery storage. This resulted in
double counting of these charges on both the import and export of electricity by the battery storage system. The SNS
project paid for both the import and export charges.
Storage business model assessment
The business model consultation report identified two lead business models – DNO contracted business model and
contracted services business model. Under the DNO contracted business model, the DNO owns and operates the
storage asset but enables third party to have commercial control of the storage asset when it is not required for network
purposes. This was the business model for SNS. The contracted services business model entailed a third party to own
and operate a storage site having a contract with a DNO to provide network services. This consultation report, together
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with an investment case template for these two key business models, was distributed for responses from the industry in
July 2013. Please see the SNS business model consultation for further details.

1. Range of models?
2. Choice of Assessment?
3. Two lead models?
4. Regulatory Treatment?
5. Advantages /
disadvantages of the lead
models?
6. What is your favoured
lead model?
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Do you agree with the:

1.Electralink

UK Power Networks received a total of 11 responses to the business model consultation from a wide range of parties
across the industry covering suppliers/generators, network operators and storage/renewable developers as shown in
Table 3. Most respondents were in full agreement with the range of business models presented, the choice of assessment
criteria used, and the proposed lead models. An additional model was proposed by two respondents, which in essence
was to use a storage device to solely satisfy a single location specific application. In this case the battery would not
operate commercially and would therefore purely operate as a regulated asset with no additional revenue. The table
below summaries the responses to the consultation. Further details on the responses can be found in SNS 4.12 –
Business Model Consultation Reponses.

 
   -
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DC

-

DC

CS

DC

Table 3: Summary of business model consultation response

Key to Table 3:


*
-

DC
CS

Generally agreed (and did not specifically disagree) with the question
Did not answer directly or provided an alternative / unrelated comment
Did not answer/comment on this question
DNO contracted model
Contracted services model

Storage business case assessment
The business case was then assessed for these two business models – DNO contracted and contracted services. The
trials undertaken in Method 3 formed the basis of the DNO business case. The third party business case was based on
assumptions derived from engagement with parties in the storage market and finance community. These assumptions
are dependent on project specific factors.
The business case assessment tested the following three scenarios.




Business Model 1 – DNO led asset equivalent to SNS;
Business Model 2 – Third party led SNS equivalent asset; and
Business Model 3 – Third party led asset sized for Enhanced Frequency Response (EFR).
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Business Model 1 focused upon a DNO led business model for deployment of an asset equivalent to SNS based on
observed cost reductions over the SNS project lifetime, with sensitivity tests of the storage cost and reinforcement costs.
The business case centred upon the value of storage as an alternative to conventional network reinforcement, plus the
provision of a selection of other services, that complemented the DNO’s role to ensure system reliability and security.
Business Model 2 focused on a third party owned business model again for deployment of an SNS-equivalent storage
asset at current costs considering the value of commercial services that could be derived from more market-oriented
operation of the storage facility. The business case was based on provision of multiple services to a range of
counterparties.
Business Model 3 considered the market-led business case that third party developers are currently pursuing, based
on 6MW/6MWh battery (a shorter duration storage than under SNS) geared towards provision of EFR. EFR is a
frequency response service that achieves 100% active power output in 1s or less of registering a system frequency
deviation. This business case was founded upon revenue potential from single service provision (in this case, EFR).
Based on the assumptions informed by the SNS project, the DNO led SNS equivalent project (Business Model 1) and
the third party led EFR focused (Business Model 3) projects were indicated as viable. Business Model 2 was found to be
unviable unless there is a 20% increase in revenue from the assumed level. Please see the Business Case of Storage
report for further details in section 13.1.
Legal and Regulatory assessment
The feasibility of storage business cases are influenced by the legal and regulatory framework. The existing GB legal
and regulatory framework is currently evolving to encompass energy storage as it has been recognised as an emerging
source of flexibility to enable the transition to a decarbonised and smart electricity sector. This is evidenced by the recent
BEIS/Ofgem call for evidence for a smart, flexible energy system 5.
The SNS project experience and policy recommendations were impeccably timed and have informed and shaped the
evolution of the GB legal and regulatory framework. The project put forward the following recommendations with the aim
to facilitate the future deployment of storage in the best interest of GB customers, TSO and DNOs.
1. Develop a holistic strategy for the introduction of energy storage
A strategy for the development of energy storage should be based on a holistic approach. It is envisaged that
this strategy would ensure that:
 The electricity networks are assessed holistically to take into account the range of benefits from electricity
storage; and
 Coherent co-ordination of distribution/transmission connected storage assets is undertaken to realise
maximum benefits.
2. Undertake a whole system approach to service and product design to effectively integrate battery
storage
Whole system analysis demonstrated that energy storage can bring benefits to several sectors in the electricity
industry, including generation, transmission and distribution. In order to better optimise the value of storage to
the range of parties and the system as a whole, co-ordination is needed between the potential users of storage
and appropriate price signals for the range of services storage can provide.
3. Explore the possibility to provide access to longer term contracts to improve the business case
If battery projects are able to access longer-term contracts for the provision of services, it will help to improve
future revenue certainty and mitigate project risk. This should help to lower third party capital costs and improve
project economics. Access to longer-term certainty could be provided through balancing services contracts,
arrangements with DNOs for service provision or the accessibility of storage to the capacity market.

5

BEIS/Ofgem Call for evidence for a smart, flexible energy system, November 2016
https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/576367/Smart_Flexibility_Energy_-_Call_for_Evidence1.pdf
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4. Promote contestability in provision of storage by improving visibility of opportunities to provide DNO
services
Where distribution businesses identify the potential for storage to deliver network services and/or offset
conventional reinforcement as the least cost option for consumers, these opportunities should be opened up to
third party providers through a competitive process. This will allow third party providers to lock in a revenue
stream via a contract with the DNO, which supports its project economics, as well as avoiding the costs of
reinforcement, which delivers benefits to consumers. The value of such a contract needs to be set such that it
recognises the value of the peak load services that it is able to provide.
5. Define storage as a distinct activity within licencing framework
The historic electricity liberalisation process has resulted in storage being currently treated by default as a subset
of generation. Formalising storage as a distinct activity within the licencing frameworks allows storage to be
accommodated appropriately in policy and will clarify storage ownership and operation options.
6. Clarify treatment of import levies
Under the current regulations, electricity imports to charge the batteries get treated as end user consumption
which manifests as a transaction cost. The customer who consumes the electricity exported by the batteries are
also charged end user consumption. This results in double counting of end user consumption. This could be
resolved by clarifying that injection into electrical energy storage does not constitute as end user consumption
and hence, is exempt from import levies.
7. Review existing distribution charging methodologies
Existing distribution charging methodologies (CDCM and EDCM) consider primarily the voltage level at which
the connection is made. These methodologies have different impact on resulting operational costs for storage
operators. The SNS project reviewed the two distribution charging methodologies and applied the locationspecific EDCM charges, treating the storage device as non-intermittent output, concluding that EDCM provides
cost reflective import and export charges for storage. In this case, distribution charges do not prohibit the
business case for storage. Ofgem have since then consulted on whether there is a need to review charges for
storage to ensure the fair recovery of costs compared to generation and demand customers in their Targeted
Charging Review consultation published on 13 March 2017.
8. Consider appropriate reactive power support mechanism
Reactive capability of storage systems and other distributed energy resources that interface with the network via
power electronics are currently not remunerated and hence, un-utilised despite its network benefits such as
losses reduction and voltage control. An agreed standard process for assessing the contribution of reactive
power support to network operation is required.
Further details can be found in SDRC 9.5 – Recommendations for regulatory and legal framework and SDRC 9.8 –
Final evaluation of the Smarter Network Storage solution.

4.5 Method 5 outcomes
Learning from previous UK Power Networks LCN Fund Tier 2 projects such as Flexible Plug and Play informed the
knowledge sharing and dissemination of the SNS project which has followed a clear strategy targeting a wide audience
whilst delivering information at a level to suit the audience type. Please see section 12 for full details on the learning and
dissemination activities and outcomes.

5. Performance compared to the original project aims, objectives and SDRCs
The SNS project successfully addressed the technical, commercial and regulatory challenges facing the uptake of battery
storage across distribution networks. This was achieved by providing a practical demonstration of large scale battery
storage in actual deployment.
The project fulfilled all its five objectives. Table 4 below provides a clear line of sight evidence for the fulfilment of the
project aims and objectives.
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Project aim

Project objective

Evidence

Status


Address technical
challenges

Demonstrate the deployment
of large scale battery storage

The project successfully built and gained new
operating experience of a large scale battery storage
system. Please see section 4.1 for more details.

Address technical
challenges

Develop and trial first of a kind
software system to enable
value optimisation of storage
across the power system

Successfully developed and trialled SOCS. Please
see section 4.2 for more details.

Address
commercial
challenges

Assess and validate multiple
value streams to realise the full
value battery storage can
provide DNOs and the wider
power system

The project trialled the multiple services suitable for
the SNS facility. The trials demonstrated that SNS
can deliver:

Analysis of existing regulatory
barriers and feasible business
models for storage which
includes novel commercial
arrangements with key
industry participants to support
the shared use of the battery
storage

The project revealed existing regulatory and legal
barriers with practical experience. It had also
assessed viability of different storage business
models. The project developed two novel commercial
arrangements which unpinned the shared use of the
battery storage. Please see section 4.4 for more
details.

Disseminate the project’s
learnings to the wider industry

The project actively disseminated the project’s
learnings to the wider industry. The project also sought
feedback from stakeholders and appropriately
incorporated the feedback received. Please see
section 12 for more details.

Address
regulatory
challenges

Address
technical,
commercial and
regulatory
challenges



All the trialled services; and

 Some suitable services simultaneously.
The trials also provided evidence on the revenue
from different revenue streams. Please see section
4.3 for more details.









Table 4: Evidence of project performance against project’s aims and objectives

The SNS project delivered all SDRCs on time as stated in the bid submission as shown in Table 5. Appendix A provides
the evidence of the fulfilment of each SDRC.
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SDRC Title

SDRC number

Timeliness

SDRC 9.1

Design and planning considerations for large-scale energy storage

On time

SDRC 9.2

Confirmation of the SOCS design

On time

SDRC 9.3

Commercial arrangements for integrated use of flexibility

On time

SDRC 9.4

Energy Storage as an Asset

On time

SDRC 9.5

Evolution of regulatory and legal arrangements for energy storage

On time

SDRC 9.6

Analysis of integrated energy storage contribution to security of supply

On time

SDRC 9.7

Successful demonstrations of storage value streams

On time

SDRC 9.8

Full evaluation of the SNS Solution

Early by two weeks

Table 5: SDRC timeliness

6. Required modifications to the planned approach during the course of the
project
In order to provide a complete picture of the project, this section describes the modifications to the SNS full bid submission
on 20126 and the improvements made to the planned approach during the course of the project.

6.1 Modifications to full bid submission
The solution and Methods 1 to 5 of the SNS project remained consistent with the full bid submission. The modifications
to full bid submission arose from the energy storage system supply chain instability and project partners’ changes, which
were outside the control of the project and dealt with in a pragmatic manner to avoid further delays to the project.
The modifications to the full bid submission were:
 S&C Electric Europe replaced A123 Systems as the supplier of the energy storage system in early 2013. Please
see section 4.1 for further details on the challenges experience with the energy storage supply chain;
 The future energy capacity expandability of the SNS facility is currently restricted to approximately 18MWh,
based on currently available storage cell technologies, which is a decrease from the 24MWh originally envisaged
in the bid submission. This was due to change in battery cell supplier whom required the use of a lower DC
busbar voltage. Please see section 4.1 for details of the change in battery cell supplier. Nevertheless, the SNS
solution is deemed to be future proofed as the future 8MW/18MWh expanded capacity can accommodate a
variety of future load growth scenarios and the SNS building was designed to accommodate the equivalent
weight of a 24MWh installation; and
 Newcastle University carried out the scope of work originally to be undertaken by Durham University as stated
in the full bid submission. This represented a change of organisation for a Project Partner, but no change to the
cost, scope or quality of work to be delivered as the entire project team from Durham University moved to
Newcastle University. This change request was approved by Ofgem on 4 July 2013.

6.2 Improvements made to the planned approach
The following improvements to the planned approach during the course of the project provided additional valuable
learning:

6

http://innovation.ukpowernetworks.co.uk/innovation/en/Projects/tier-2-projects/Smarter-Network-Storage-(SNS)/Project-Documents/SNS+Full+ReSubmission+Proforma+%28Clean%29.pdf
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The SNS facility was originally designed to be connected to one side of the 11kV busbar at the Leighton Buzzard
substation. The primary use of the SNS facility is for peak shaving at Leighton Buzzard when the demand at the
site exceeds the existing firm capacity. In order to meet the requirement of the Engineering Recommendation
P2/6, it must be able to perform peak shaving in the unlikely event of a single failure resulting in the loss of half
of the 11kV busbar at Leighton Buzzard. Hence, the SNS facility was connected to both sides of the 11kV busbar
in the Leighton Buzzard substation to meet this requirement;
During one of the reviews of the detailed software optimisation functional specification, it became clear that the
original planned approach to optimisation needed to be re-designed. This led to a review and revision of the
implementation approach for the software optimisation module. The revised implementation approach promoted
a more parameter driven (i.e. business rules to define each service) solution enabling services to be added,
removed and amended easily. In particular, this improved how services with recurring availability windows were
carried out and enabled the addition of manual services into a schedule. This resulted in a more flexible software
solution;
The existing IBM messaging system was not suited to manage the higher than anticipated volume of status
messages created and sent by the BESSM. The message queue became full, which caused the IBM messaging
system to stop routing messages correctly. To resolve this issue, the design of BESSM was modified to only
send messages when its current state changed which reduced the volume of messages;
DC side capacitors in the PCS were modified to be pre-charged from the AC side. Charging these capacitors
from the batteries caused the nuisance operation of the protection fuse due to the significant inrush current.
Charging the capacitors from the AC side resolved this issue; and
FFR pre-qualification testing of SNS highlighted the unsuitability of the TSO’s traditional frequency response
testing approach for a battery storage system. The standard test approach that the TSO used involved the
injection of an analogue frequency signal to force a response from the plant. The SNS battery storage system
had no analogue input into the frequency control loop as the battery system is controlled by software and a digital
control system. It measured and utilised frequency from the digital control system (i.e. BESSM) and translated
this to appropriate set points to drive the storage output. An alternative test approach was developed by the
project which entailed the use of an external frequency injection device that was both pre-programmable and
could interface with both the digital input control system and the analogue output. This helped the development
of the TSO’s “Technical Guidance and Testing Procedure for Static and Dynamic Demand Response and Battery
Storage Providers of Frequency Balancing Services”, which provides value to future customers.

7. Significant variance in expected costs
UK Power Networks was awarded £13.2m in December 2012 under Ofgem’s Low Carbon Network (LCN) Fund to
undertake the SNS Tier 2 project. UK Power Networks and the project partners invested an additional £4.3m and £1.2m
respectively to the project, which brought the project budget to a total of £18.7m.

7.1 Commitments to return £1.5m of customers’ funding
The SNS project will return £1.5m to electricity customers which comprises
 £0.8m from project savings as shown in Table 6
 £0.1m from greater than anticipated interest earned compared to the interest assumed in the bid submission
 £0.6m from revenue earned from delivered services during the course of the project.
This represents value for money to customers as customer funding for the project has been reduced from the original
£13.2m to £11.7m due to the return of £1.5m to customers.

7.2 Actual project expenditure against budget
The project was managed cost efficiently to deliver the project under budget by 5%. The project budget of £17.5m shown
in Table 6 was based on Annex 1 of the Project Direction which excluded project partners’ contribution of £1.2m. Table
6 tabulates the total actual project expenditure against the budget for each cost category. Variances of +/-10% between
the actual project expenditure and budget are explained below.
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SNS Cost Category

Budget in Project Direction

Labour Total
Equipment Total
Contractors Total
IT Total
Travel & Expenses
Contingency
Other
Total

Total Expenditure

Variance

£2,346,650.39
£9,641,047.34
£3,979,745.32
£539,359.49
£78,480.24
£646,053.27
£294,059.01

£2,449,531.64
£9,007,647.33
£4,285,223.24
£ 549,625.90
£61,965.85
£27,650.00
£298,633.94

£102,881.25
-£633,400.01
£305,477.92
£10,266.41
-£6,514.39
-£618,403.27
£4,574.93

£17,525,395.06

£16,680,277.90

-£ 845,117.16

% Variance
4%
-7%
8%
2%
-21%
-96%
2%
-5%

Table 6: Breakdown of SNS project financials by category

Travel & Expenses variation (-21% underspend)
Spend in this category related to travel and other expenses associated with meetings, conferences and project site visits.
The project reduced travel expenses, where possible, through the use of conference calls for meetings to replace faceto-face meetings. This resulted in a 21% underspend on travel and expenses throughout the life of the project.
Contingency variation (-96% underspend)
Good project and risk management enabled 96% of the contingency budget to be conserved and returned to customers.
The project budget included £646k of contingency of which a total of £28k (4%) was used to:
 Cover the cost for the section 106 contribution to Central Bedfordshire Council as part of the planning consents
for the SNS facility. This section 106 contribution could not have reasonably been foreseen when compiling the
original budget
 Cover the cost for the changes to the original designed IT solution. User testing of the first-of-a-kind Forecasting,
Optimisation and Scheduling System (FOSS) and energy storage battery management system yielded
additional requirements to the IT system to perform as envisaged.

8. Updated business case and lessons learnt for the method
8.1 Updated business case
Since the SNS full bid submission in 2012, the following changes to the SNS project business case have been observed.
Note that the figures shown in the project business case waterfall diagram (Figure 3.1 of the SNS full bid submission)
were nominal 2013 figures.


Reduced cost of traditional network reinforcement
Detailed work after bid submission identified that the nominal cost of traditional reinforcement at the Leighton
Buzzard site had fallen from an original estimate used in the bid of £8.6m to £6.2m due to both identification of
a shorter cable route than originally planned, and a new Pricing and Information Management System that is
now used to cost planned reinforcement schemes.



Reduced technology solution costs
The capital cost of the battery storage system had fallen during the course of the project. The updated capital
cost of nominal £9m, which was utilised in the storage business case assessment, was also used to update the
project business case in Figure 8 below.



Increased income streams
Future income streams were conservatively updated based only on the provision of frequency response services,
in particular the EFR tender result prices, and excluded income from other commercial services such as STOR.
In addition, the recent lower EFR tender results were conservatively utilised in the calculation of the future income
stream although FFR currently provides the highest revenue stream. The EFR tender results ranged from about
£10MW/h to £15MW/h, which was significantly lower than FFR estimate of £20MW/h. The average of EFR tender
price range of £12.5MW/h and expected 8,000 hours available per year for frequency response services, based
on the operational experience gained from the trials in Method 3, were utilised to calculate the expected future
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income stream. This resulted in a conservative future income of £600,000 per year (8,000h x 6MW x £12.5MW/h),
which is an increase from the estimated future income streams in the bid submission due to the increase in
expected hours available for frequency response.
These changes have been incorporated in the updated business case for the SNS project shown in Figure 8 below. The
following form the basis of this business case:
 All costs shown are Net Present Value (NPV) costs over a 10 year period with a 7.2% discount factor to 2013
 Conventional reinforcement represents the cost of installing a third transformer and circuit, which was £6.2m
nominal;
 SNS project costs represents the total cost of the project;
 First of a kind costs represent non-core storage installation costs including first of a kind development costs in
SNS and other R&D work;
 Lifetime installed costs represents actual costs from the site installation works, covering storage capex and opex
including licence and maintenance fees currently contracted for and then extrapolated over the 10 year period,
plus estimated energy costs;
 Technology cost reduction represents the expected price reduction in core storage technology occurring between
the period of the SNS installation, and the point in time when storage would otherwise be installed as part of a
Business as Usual (BAU) intervention to relieve the network constraint;
 Future income streams accounts for revenue from commercial services, in particular ancillary services;
 System cost savings represents the wider system efficiencies materialising from reduced curtailment, reduced
greenhouse gas emissions and system balancing and operation savings from displacement of peaking capacity;
and
 Future net method costs represents the BAU costs of replicating the SNS project.
More details on the costs shown in the figure below can be found in section 3 of each of the SNS project progress reports
listed in section 13.1.
Figure 8 shows that the estimated future cost savings for customers is the £3.5m, the difference between the conventional
reinforcement cost and future net method cost. This assumes that the system cost savings can be remunerated in the
future.

Figure 8: Updated SNS NPV project business case
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8.2 Lessons learnt for future method
With the declaration of the new EFR service in September 2015, the project undertook modifications to the SNS plant to
enable it to provide this new service. Note that this new service was not part of the SNS full bid submission. The EFR
service required a reduction of the plant’s existing response time to 1s or less. This entailed modifying the control system
to match the required response profile and minor modifications to the plant communications and architecture to improve
the plant response time.
These modifications to the plant were tested with an external piece of frequency generating equipment to prove the end
to end plant (frequency detection, control system delay and hardware) response time. The test showed that the plant
started to respond to a change in frequency in approximately 0.4s and reached the full required output in about 0.7s.
This demonstrated that the modifications were successful and the SNS plant could provide EFR service.
This undertaking provided valuable learning on the complexity of retrospectively changing the plant’s response time. In
order to avoid costly and time consuming retrospective changes to the plant, all market services to be provided by the
plant should be identified and fixed at the onset to enable the equipment to be appropriately designed to meet these
service requirements. However, we note that this may not be possible with an evolving market. The cost and resources
required to capture the value of future new services should be taken into consideration at the start of the storage project.

9. Lessons learnt for future innovation projects
All learning associated with the SNS project can be found in the project’s SDRCs and PPRs listed in section 13. The
sections below have summarised the key learning from the SNS project that could be transferred to future innovation
projects to facilitate their effective undertaking.

9.1 Planning consents lessons
Securing planning consents at Leighton Buzzard for SNS required significant time, costs, resource efforts and a broad
range of specialists. This occurred even taking into account guidance from specialist planning consultants at the start of
the planning process. Initial pre-application guidance from the council was invaluable in early identification of the key
areas to address, and guiding the focus of this work. However, a broad range of specialist studies and investigations
were still required to satisfy their requirements, most of which were not possible to carry out within the project team.
The lessons learnt for future innovation projects are:
 Consult early with local authorities when considering sites for storage (or other similar projects) and understand
the specific nuances and local issues relevant to the area;
 Incorporate feedback from consultation responses from local residents in the design to show that concerns have
been taken on board and attempted to be incorporated in the design of the site;
 Finalise design in advance of applying for planning permission; and
 Allocate more than anticipated time, costs and resources from both within the project team and external specialist
for planning consents delivery.

9.2 Procurement lessons
The storage supply chain is currently immature and evolving. The supply chain for energy storage systems, and battery
storage in particular, were found to be relatively immature during the course of the project. A complex supply chain of
second-tier suppliers was required for a fully integrated storage system that included power conversion equipment,
battery cells and assemblies, advanced control systems, fire-suppression and cooling systems. The storage supply chain
is expected to continue experiencing shake up and consolidation. This creates energy storage system procurement
challenges. Please see section 4.1 for details of the energy storage system procurement challenges faced by the SNS
project.
The lessons learnt for future innovation projects involving immature supply chain are:
 Alongside existing procurement approaches, further market research should be carried out to identify and
capture additional emerging storage supply players;
 Identify and engage alternative suppliers even at the subcontractor level; and
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Undertake rigorous due diligence investigations of potential suppliers.

9.3 Commercial agreement lessons
Negotiating bespoke bilateral commercial contracts in Method 4 required significant engagement, time and effort. This
had been evidenced by the lengthy time to negotiate the back-to-back contract for provision of FFR services as detailed
in section 4.3.2.
The lesson learnt for future innovation projects is:
 Allocate more than anticipated time, costs and resources for bespoke contract negotiation.

9.4 Resourcing lessons
In order to achieve efficient delivery of the SNS project, development of a detailed project plan was scheduled in parallel
with mobilisation and resourcing for the project. Although it took slightly longer than anticipated to recruit and mobilise
the delivery team to the extent required to create detailed project plans, it did not affect the project delivery time scales.
DNOs may need to contract or develop additional expertise to deliver this type of project. It was identified in the SNS
project that DNOs may not have the expertise within their organisation to review and sign-off on contractor’s design of
DC systems. DC system design has differences from AC system design which may lie outside the experience of DNO
engineers. A third party consultancy may be required or a commercial structure implemented where the contractor self
certifies but takes on all the commercial risk. In addition, expertise on control software, battery storage operation and
commercial understanding of contracted services through an aggregator was required for the SNS project.
The lessons learnt for future innovation projects are:
 Allocate more than anticipated time exclusively to resourcing, without parallel work activities or deliverables
dependent on having fully mobilised resources in place; and
 Review expertise required by the project and contract or develop the required additional expertise.

9.5 System integration lessons
The project experienced challenges with integrating the entire first of a kind large scale SNS battery storage system
which is expected from an innovation project of this magnitude. These integration challenges were experienced with both
the hardware and software components. The major hardware integration challenges (circulating currents,
electromagnetic coupling and voltage resonance) are described in section 4.1. The software integration challenge of
integrating FOSS, BESSM and the IBM messaging system are described in section 6.2.
The lessons learnt for future innovation projects are:
 Earthing systems appropriate for high frequency currents should be specified for future elevated buildings
housing the battery storage system to prevent circulating currents;
 Electromagnetic compatibility testing at the factory should be thoroughly carried out with representative layouts,
connections and scales of equipment with closer resemblance to the as installed battery storage system. As a
minimum, cable connections as per final installation should be specified to be used at FAT. Additional or
improved standards (or at least guidance on special case parameters for existing standards) are required to
ensure that equipment in battery storage systems are sufficiently tested in FAT for electromagnetic capability;
 The compatibility of each hardware component of the energy storage system needs to be reviewed when any
supplier of the hardware component changes. This could entail rigorous design reviews and testing to prevent
issues like voltage resonance;
 All digital and analogue data points should be changed in the DNO control system before configuring these data
points in the remote terminal unit (RTU). This is to avoid duplicating work if undertaken vice-versa;
 Required network data rate considered at the onset of the project could enable appropriate time and cost
inclusion in project planning. The rate of network data available to BESSM via the RTU may be too slow for
extremely fast response services required in the future. This may limit the speed of response of the energy
storage system for extremely fast ancillary services, which could be resolved by installing additional
measurement equipment for time critical network data to optimise time response of plant; and
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Redundancy and resilience should be considered at all IT sub-systems level to prevent one part of the overall IT
solution such as the messaging queue, to affect the battery storage system availability and reliability.

10. Project replication
SNS was designed to meet site specific conditions and application requirements at Leighton Buzzard. Future energy
storage projects will also need to be custom designed, in a similar fashion to SNS. This entails close collaboration with
suppliers of the energy storage equipment to develop the optimal installation option to meet site specific requirements.
In addition, technologies in the storage industry have rapidly advanced since the commencement of the SNS project.
This means that SNS component level details may not be applicable to future energy storage projects and updated
versions should be sought from the equipment suppliers. Thus, a complete exact replication of SNS is not appropriate
for future energy storage projects.
Notwithstanding, a high level overview of the physical components and knowledge gained from the SNS project have
been provided in the sections below to provide insights on how to develop future energy storage projects. The NPV
method cost for replicating SNS was estimated at £1.6m. Please see section 8 for more details on the estimated costs.

10.1 SNS hardware components
Details on how to size energy storage hardware can be found in SDRC 9.1 – Design and planning considerations for
large scale distribution connected energy storage.
The SNS hardware can be segregated into the following main components as shown in the Figure 9.

Figure 9: SNS main hardware components

SNS had 12 battery arrays. Each battery array had 22 vertical battery strings. Each string comprised of 12 battery trays
and each tray had 16 battery cells. The Power Conversion System (PCS) comprised of DC/AC inverters with associated
protection and control equipment. Step up transformers were required to step up the AC voltage output from the PCS to
the substation voltage level of 11kV. The HV switchgear was the 11kV switchgear and associated protection and control
equipment. The auxiliary system comprised of LV AC and DC supplies, fire suppression system along with building light
and power. The building, security fencing and gates formed the SNS civil assets. More details can be found in SDRC 9.4
– Energy Storage as an Asset.

10.2 SNS software components
The SOCS encompasses all SNS software components. A high level description of the components of SOCS are
described in section 4.2. Please see section 6 of SDRC 9.2 – Logical Architecture Design Document for details of all the
SNS software components.

10.3 Knowledge gained from the SNS project
The following knowledge gained from the SNS project is publically available on the SNS website:
 Knowledge gained from negotiating first of a kind contracts to enable multi-applications of storage along with
skeleton contracts have been detailed in SDRC 9.3 – Commercial Arrangements for Integrated Use of Flexibility
 Learning from the construction of SNS along with SNS operation and management approaches can be found in
SDRC 9.4 – Energy Storage as an Asset
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SNS operation procedures and safety processes have been documented in EOS 09-0074 which can be found
on the SNS website as listed in section 13.1.

The learning from the SNS delivery has led to the creation of planning guidance for connections of future storage
installations connected to UK Power Networks distribution network – this has been documented in EDS 08-5010, which
is published on the UK Power Networks external G81 website 7.
In addition, the experience from the SNS project has informed the following publications:
 Energy Storage Operators Forum’s “A Good Practice Guide on Electrical Energy Storage”
This report is a reference tool to those deploying energy storage such as to facilitate the successful deployment
of energy storage systems on transmission and distribution networks. The planning consents and battery system
operational experiences as well as storage business models and revenue streams findings from the SNS project
informed this report.
 National Grid’s “Enhanced Frequency Control Capability”
This report summarised the investigation into the use of existing battery storage facilities in the UK for the
Network Innovation Competition funded project, Enhanced Frequency Control Capability. SNS was one of the
case studies in this report.
 International Council on Large Electric Systems (CIGRE) Working Group C6.30 Battery electric storage systems
This report will review international practices and experiences on battery storage systems and provide guidelines
on the integration of battery storage systems into distribution networks. SNS will be one of the case studies in
this report.

11. Planned implementation
Although the SNS project concluded in December 2016, the SNS facility will continue to be part of UK Power Networks’
system operation to provide enduring value for existing and future customers. This was achieved by modifications to UK
Power Networks’ distribution system operating procedures, further exploitation of the project’s outcome and development
of future plans for energy storage.

11.1 Modifications to UK Power Networks’ distribution system.
During the course of the SNS project, the SNS facility has been integrated into BAU through the following modifications
of UK Power Networks’ procedures and systems:
 Developed appropriate operating and safety procedures for SNS;
 Developed appropriate inspection and maintenance procedures for SNS;
 Developed training materials;
 Provided appropriate training for staff who would be interfacing with SNS; and
 Modified UK Power Networks’ asset management system to incorporate SNS equipment.
Further details of these modifications can be found in SDRC 9.4 – Energy Storage as an Asset.

11.2 Further exploitation of the project’s outcome
In order to ensure a lasting legacy with the continued effective use of the battery storage asset in Leighton Buzzard, SNS
was transitioned from an innovation project to BAU. In order to ensure a smooth transition to BAU, contract negotiations
(i.e. O&M contracts, aggregator services agreement and power purchase agreements) were undertaken in the last six
months of the project. More details can be found in the Project Progress Report July – December 2016. This will enable
SNS to continue to be the leading practical example of storage deployment and provide further learning to the storage
industry, in particular the long term operation and maintenance of battery storage.

7

UK power Networks G81 library is located at https://library.ukpowernetworks.co.uk/
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As UK Power Networks prepares to transition to become a Distribution System Operator (DSO), the SNS facility will
continue to inform DNOs on the skills, processes and capabilities to manage a flexible network, enabling storage as one
of the tools in the DSO toolbox.

11.3 Future plans for energy storage
Although ubiquitous deployment of large scale energy storage is unlikely due to high capital cost, uptake of large energy
storage is expected to increase. The GB government, Ofgem, TSO and DNOs can take steps to facilitate the deployment
of large scale energy storage:




Addressing the regulatory and legal barriers to storage (discussed in SDRC 9.5 – Recommendations for
regulatory and legal framework and SDRC 9.8 – Final evaluation of the Smarter Network Storage solution) by
the GB government and Ofgem will unlock investment in the energy storage industry.
Improved coordination between TSO and DNOs in respect of the adoption of storage technologies and the
integration of storage into the system will help to avoid conflicts and unintended consequences. This will enable
the full realisation of the value of storage across the electricity system.
Where DNOs identify the potential for storage to deliver network services and/or offset conventional
reinforcement as the least cost option for customers, these opportunities should be opened up to third party
providers through a competitive process. This will allow third party providers to lock in a revenue stream via a
contract with the DNO, which will improve the storage business case. UK Power Networks intends to seek such
flexibility services from the market in 2017.

12. Learning dissemination
The project recognised the importance of effective learning dissemination and the benefits of disseminating to the wider
industry. It also recognised that learning dissemination was bidirectional which entailed communication of the project
findings and seeking feedback from stakeholders. Hence, project learning was extensively disseminated to relevant
stakeholders through ten different mechanisms and feedback was sought from stakeholders where appropriate. This
provided the opportunity for as many as stakeholders to gain an understanding of the project learning and provide
feedback to the project team. Note that this is in addition to the internal dissemination to the various departments and
teams within UK Power Networks. In order to provide value to customers, the project also built upon existing learning
from other relevant projects.

12.1 Leveraged existing learning
The project leveraged learning from other storage related projects where possible. This included an arranged visit for the
Capital Programme delivery team to the existing UK Power Networks’ storage installation at Hemsby. Members of the
delivery team were able to view the installed equipment, layout, details of operational safety procedures implemented
and auxiliary systems for this installation, with the opportunity to discuss the technical aspects of construction and delivery
with the ABB representatives prior to the construction of SNS.
In addition, two knowledge-sharing calls were carried out involving representatives from Scottish & Southern Energy
Power Distribution and Northern Power Grid to discuss experiences of storage procurement, factory acceptance and
testing.
Northern Power Grid provided their procedure OPS/007/002 “Operational guidance and training requirements associated
with the trial of Battery Electrical Energy Storage systems” which helped the initial development of the operating
procedures for the SNS system.

12.2 Identified and targeted relevant stakeholders
The SNS project recognised that the learning from the SNS project could benefit the wider industry. Hence, from the
outset, the project identified and targeted the relevant stakeholders from the wider industry to disseminate its learning.
The targeted stakeholders included but was not limited to DNOs, TSO, government bodies, regulators, storage
developers, storage suppliers, investors, industry associations, academia and local residents. This is above and beyond
Ofgem’s requirements to disseminate learning to other DNOs.
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Furthermore, the volume of stakeholders grew exponentially as interest in the project and storage increased rapidly
during the last year of the project. The project carried out additional extensive stakeholder engagement to ensure that
these stakeholders were appropriately engaged.

12.3 Learning dissemination mechanisms
Learning was disseminated throughout the project lifecycle via the following ten mechanisms:
 Project learning and dissemination events;
 Tours of the SNS facility;
 SNS presentations at industry events;
 Press releases;
 Webinar;
 Contribution to publications on storage;
 Consultation reports;
 Meetings and workshops;
 Project partner forums; and
 Local Leighton Buzzard community engagement.

12.4 Learning dissemination outcomes
With the increasing interest in storage, the project responded to stakeholders’ requests for more information on the
project by organising additional SNS site tours and presenting the project at industry events.
Table 7 below summaries the learning dissemination undertaken by the project over its four year lifespan. Details of
these learning dissemination activities can be found in Appendix B.
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Learning dissemination activity

Total quantity

Project learning and dissemination events

2

26 days

Tours of the SNS facility
SNS presentations at industry events

73

Press releases

31

Webinar

1

Contribution to publications on storage

9

Consultation report

1

Meetings and workshops

17

Project partner forums

8

Local Leighton Buzzard community
engagement

7
Total

Comments
Dedicated large learning dissemination events
held by UK Power Networks in London. See
section 12.4.4 below.
A total of 399 people visited the SNS facility of
which 90 people were from UK Power Networks
and 309 external people.
Industry events held internationally.
This included interviews, videos, news articles
and magazines.
Engerati webinar8 on project and project learnings
Contributions to papers and reports such as
CIRED and EPRI
See section 12.4.1 below
This included bilateral meetings, roundtable
discussion meetings and workshops.
These forums enabled learning to be shared
amongst project partners.
This entailed local school talks, meetings and
presentations to local community stakeholders.

175

Table 7: SNS project learning dissemination activities

In addition to the above activities, the following learning and dissemination products were produced:
 Knowledge and dissemination roadmap;
 SNS beginners guide;
 SNS general brochure; and
 Full operational SNS project website from October 2013 which was regularly updated with the project documents
The project sought feedback from stakeholders through relevant project learning dissemination activities. The sections
below describe the main feedback received and the incorporation of feedback.
12.4.1 Business model consultation report feedback
The feedback received from the business model consultation report and the incorporation of this feedback are
described in section 4.4.
12.4.2 Feedback and information requests from bilateral DNO correspondence
The project received feedback and information request in emails from three DNOs (Scottish Power, Northern
Power Grid and Western Power Distribution). These requests ranged from arbitrage costs, design guidance on
grid scale energy storage co-located with generation, SNS connection, data analytics management, financial
value comparison between TSO and DNO services, investment model spreadsheet, demonstration of SNS full
6MW/10MWh capability and SNS availability. The project also received and incorporated the comments from
Western Power Distribution on SDRC 9.4.

8

https://www.engerati.com/webinars/smarter-network-storage-uk-first-multi-purpose-application-grid-scalestorage?utm_source=External%20Promotion&utm_medium=Partner%20Marketing&utm_term=UK%20Power%20Netw
orks&utm_campaign=Energy%20Storage-27-6-16
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12.4.3 Future of electricity storage based on DNO engagement
The project engaged with the other five GB DNO groups and the TSO to gain feedback on the project’s findings
on the barriers to the uptake and deployment of storage. This was achieved through informal bilateral discussions
with a representative from each DNO and the TSO. In order to ensure the feedback gained was consistent, a
common questionnaire was utilised as a basis for these discussions. These discussions were also continued at
industry events such as Smart Energy Wales in September 2016, Solar UK in October 2016 and the SNS final
learning dissemination event in December 2016.
The discussions highlighted other DNOs’ concern on the environmental impact, safety implications, storage
investment case (including storage capital costs), and definitive regulatory and legal position of storage. The
environmental impact and safety implications of storage were addressed in the SDRC 9.1 report. The storage
investment case was discussed in the storage business case report. The project revealed the regulatory and
legal barriers facing storage in the SDRC 9.5 report.
The interviews and feedback from them were summarised by project partner Swanbarton and included in the
SDRC 9.8 report. There were varying views of the current cost effectiveness of storage amongst the DNOs, with
one believing that storage was currently economically viable and others expecting further cost reductions before
storage would be economically viable. All DNOs were in agreement that the existing unbundling regulatory
requirements and DNO licence conditions were a barrier to storage deployment, which aligned with the project’s
findings. Some DNOs preferred to contract the operation and maintenance of the storage facility due to lack of
the skills and expertise within the DNO to own and operate it. All DNO representatives appreciated the complexity
of the DNO to DSO transition and the increasing role of storage in the DSO model.
Through these discussions with other DNOs, the project discovered that
 All the DNO representatives had very good knowledge of the SNS project
 All of them were able to comment on how their DNO was interpreting and processing the findings
and knowledge gained from the SNS project.
This demonstrated that the SNS project has effectively disseminated its project findings and learning to other
DNOs.
12.4.4 Feedback on the project’s learning dissemination events
UK Power Networks successfully held two dedicated learning dissemination events in London to disseminate
the project’s learning to the wider industry which included DNOs, Ofgem, government bodies, storage industry
and the local community stakeholders. Both events received overwhelming positive feedback from the attendees
at the events. The first learning event was held on 26 March 2014 at the Royal Academy of Engineering. The
final learning event was held on 2 December 2016 at the IET Savoy Place.
The majority of the attendees at the first SNS learning event on 26 March 2014 rated the event good or excellent
for technical content, industry insight, innovative ideas, networking and overall experience. The event also
received positive feedback from one of the community stakeholders who attended the event. Evidence of this
can be found in the Progress Report January – June 2014.
The final SNS learning event was a great success with almost 190 attendees from across the storage industry
spectrum. The event successfully disseminated all the project’s learning and gained valuable feedback from
stakeholders on the SNS project. These feedback methods included live electronic voting during the event, video
interviews of key stakeholders and a post event survey. Details of the event, positive feedback from the Director
of UK Electricity Storage Network and the live electronic voting results can be found in the Progress Report July
– December 2016 and Appendix C. The video interview of key stakeholders can be found on the SNS website.
The online post event survey was distributed to the final event attendees on 7 December 2016 via the third party
website SurveyMonkey. A total of 70 responses were received by 23 December 2016. The event and the SNS
project received overwhelming positive feedback as evidenced below. Details of the survey results can be found
in Appendix C:
 86% of the surveyed attendees rated the SNS project to have a revolutionary to significant impact on
the advancement of the storage industry in the UK;
 90% of the surveyed attendees strongly agreed and agreed that the SNS project sufficiently
disseminated its learning to stakeholders;
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84% of the surveyed attendees strongly agreed and agreed that the SNS project engaged and
incorporated feedback from stakeholders;
93% of the surveyed attendees gained a tremendous to some knowledge on the SNS project and its
findings from the final SNS event; and
90% of the surveyed attendees rated the final SNS event as excellent to very good.

12.5 Peer review of close-down report
This report was peer reviewed by Scottish & Southern Electricity Networks (SSEN). SSE confirm that UK Power Networks
have moved the storage market forward in GB by providing further learning on the design, construction, commissioning
and operation of Energy Storage Systems. The letter from SSEN containing their feedback on the report can be found in
Appendix D
The letter from SSEN containing their feedback on the report can be found in Appendix D.

12.6 Transform model governance
UK Power Networks provided key project learning reports to EA Technology to support the Transform model governance
process. This will ensure that the model assumptions are informed by the latest evidence. A copy of this report will also
be provided to them for the same reason.

13. Key project learning documents
Key SNS learning documents and project progress reports are tabulated below. More project documents can be found
on the SNS website.

13.1 Key SNS learning documents
Document Title

Publication
Date

Document Description

Link

SDRCs
SDRC 9.1 – Design and
Planning Considerations
Report

October 2013

Key learning and considerations in securing
planning consents at Leighton Buzzard and how
this impacted the design of SNS

SDRC 9.1

SDRC 9.2 – Logical
Architecture Design Document

December
2013

Design of the Smart Optimisation and Controls
System and business processes required to
implement this system

SDRC 9.2

SDRC 9.3 – Commercial
Arrangements for Integrated
Use of Flexibility

October 2014

Commercial arrangements underpinning the SNS
service trials and contractual templates

SDRC 9.3

SDRC 9.4 – Energy Storage
as an Asset

May 2015

Key learning from the installation, commissioning
and operation of SNS

SDRC 9.4

SDRC 9.5 –
Recommendations for
regulatory and legal framework

September
2015

Assessment
of
market
and
regulatory
arrangements and develop recommendations to
facilitate the optimum use of storage

SDRC 9.5

SDRC 9.6 – Analysis of
Integrated Energy Storage

January 2016

Analysis of the benefits of energy storage to
distribution networks and contribution to security

SDRC 9.6
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Document Title

Publication
Date

Document Description

Link

of supply, including any recommendations for
amendments to network design standards

Contribution to Security of
Supply
SDRC 9.7 – Successful
Demonstrations of Storage
Value Streams

March 2016

Key learning from the services trials, which
includes planning to the operational performance
of SNS facility in providing the services

SDRC 9.7

SDRC 9.8 – Final evaluation of
the SNS Solution

December
2016

Assessment of which future storage business
models are viable, software platforms necessary
to enable these business models and the future
of storage

SDRC 9.8

SNS 4.1 – Business Model
Consultation

July 2013

Consultation report on viable business models for
distribution scale battery storage

Business Model
Consultation

SNS 4.12 – Business Model
Consultation Responses

March 2014

Compilation and analysis of all responses
received from the Business Model Consultation

Business Model
Consultation
Responses

Business Case of Storage
report

December
2016

Assesses the business case of storage for two
business models – DNO led storage and third
party led storage

Business
report

SDRCs supporting reports

Case

Training
EOS 09-0070 – General
Overview & Storage
Technology

-

Training slides on an overview of SNS and the
various equipment

Overview
training

EOS 09-0074 – Manual
Control for ENMAC & BESSM
HMI

-

Training slides on control of SNS via ENMAC and
BESSM HMI

HMI training

EOS 09-0074 – Isolation
Procedures

-

Training slides on how to safely isolate SNS

Isolation
procedure
training

EOS 09-0074 – Emergency
Procedures

-

Training slides on emergency scenarios and
procedures for fire, flood and unusual network
events

Emergency
procedure
training

Table 8: Key SNS learning documents
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13.2 Project progress reports
Project progress reports were submitted to Ofgem at six month intervals throughout the project life. These reports
summarised the project progress during the six month reporting period.
Document Title

Link

Smarter Network Storage Project Progress Report January – June 2013

Progress Report Jan - Jun 2013

Smarter Network Storage Project Progress Report July – December 2013

Progress Report Jul - Dec 2013

Smarter Network Storage Project Progress Report January – June 2014

Progress Report Jan - Jun 2014

Smarter Network Storage Project Progress Report July – December 2014

Progress Report Jul - Dec 2014

Smarter Network Storage Project Progress Report January – June 2015

Progress Report Jan - Jun 2015

Smarter Network Storage Project Progress Report July – December 2015

Progress Report Jul - Dec 2015

Smarter Network Storage Project Progress Report January – June 2016

Progress Report Jan - Jun 2016

Smarter Network Storage Project Progress Report July – December 2016

Progress Report Jul - Dec 2016

Table 9: SNS project progress reports

14. Contact details
Details of the project’s learnings can be obtained from on the SNS project website.
For further details on the project’s learnings, please contact.
Adriana Laguna-Estopier
Low Carbon Technologies Manager
Future Networks
UK Power Networks
237 Southwark Bridge Road
London
SE1 6NP
Telephone: 0207 397 7723
Email: Adriana.Laguna@ukpowernetworks.co.uk
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Appendix A

Successful Delivery Reward Criteria

SDRC

Description of SDRC

Deadline

9.1 Design &
Planning
Considerations
for large scale
energy storage

Criteria:
1 October
Successful early capture and
2013
dissemination of learning related to
the practical issues and consideration
in the design and planning of largescale distribution- connected storage.
Proposed evidence:
 Minutes and notes captured from
meetings with local planning
authorities and environment
agency;
 Planning approval granted at
either Leighton Buzzard Primary
or an alternative contingency site,
March Grid;
 The final design of the storage
facility will be signed off by UK
Power Networks Design Review
Board; and
 A summary report of the key
learning and considerations in
securing planning at the trial site,
and how this impacted designs,
will be produced and shared
through the project website.

Result & Evidences
Completed On Time








Minutes and notes captured from
meeting with the local planning
authorities and environment agency are
available upon request. (SDRC 9.1, p.
6)
Full planning permission was granted
at Leighton Buzzard by Central
Bedfordshire Council on 7 June 2013.
(PPR Dec 2013, p. 10)
The design of the SNS storage facility
was approved by UK Power Networks
Design Review Board on 30 September
2013. (PPR Dec 2013, p. 12)
SDRC 9.1 summary learning report
called “SNS 1.2 Design and planning
considerations for large-scale
distribution-connected energy storage”
was submitted to Ofgem on 30
September 2013. It is available for
download from UK Power Networks
SNS project website. (PPR Dec 2013,
p. 25)
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SDRC

Description of SDRC

Deadline

9.2 Confirmation of
the Smart
Optimisation &
Control System
(SOCS) design

Criteria:
30
Successful completion and sign off of December
the overall design of the Smart
2013
Optimisation & Control System. The
functional design will be developed
with operational partners and
Durham University, and incorporate
the description of business processes
to be implemented across
participants to facilitate the SNS
Solution.
Proposed evidence:
 Regular meetings held between
UK Power Networks, operational
partners, Durham University and
AMT-Sybex to further develop
the full requirements and design,
with minutes and notes captured;
 The final design will be signed off
by UK Power Networks, including
approval by UK Power networks
IT Design Authority Board; and
 A report describing the final
design, optimisation and
forecasting algorithms and
business processes required will
be produced and shared through
the project website.

Result & Evidences
Completed on Time










As the project team transferred from
Durham University to Newcastle
University, the project requested a
change in Project Partner name on 3
June 2013. This change request was
granted by Ofgem on 4 July 2013.
(Approved change request)
Held face-to-face meetings, workshops
and conference calls between UK
Power Networks, AMT-Sybex,
Newcastle University, Younicos and
S&C Electrics to discuss the design,
interfaces and dependencies (PPR Dec
2013, pp. 15-16)
The requirements of the SOCS system
were identified and approved by the
WS 2 design group (PPR Dec 2013, p.
25)
The design of the SOCS system was
presented and approved by UK Power
Networks IT Design Authority Board.
(PPR Dec 2013, p. 25)
SDRC 9.2 learning report called “SNS
2.15 Logical Architecture Design
Document (LADD)” was submitted to
Ofgem on 20 December 2013. It is
available for download from UK Power
Networks SNS project website. (PPR
Dec 2013, p. 25)
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SDRC

Description of SDRC

Deadline

9.3 Commercial
arrangements
for integrated
use
of flexibility

Criteria:
31 October
The commercial arrangements for the 2014
independent service trials and
optimised period of operation will be
developed and translated into
skeleton contract templates. These
will provide the basis of commercial
arrangements that could be tailored
for other forms of flexibility and
leveraged system wide by other
DNOs.
Proposed evidence:
 Meetings will be held between
UK Power Networks and the
operational partners to discuss
and design the necessary
arrangements for the service trial
demonstrations, with minutes and
notes captured;
 Completed commercial
arrangements will be signed off
by UK Power Networks legal
counsel for the provision of
reserve, response and wholesale
market services using the
storage; and
 Reviews of the commercial
arrangements underpinning the
service trials will be carried out
by UK Power Networks and will
be developed into contractual
templates for reuse by DNOs and
other industry participants and
subsequently shared.

Result & Evidences
Completed On Time






SDRC 9.3 learning report called
“Commercial Arrangements for
Integrated Use of Flexibility” was
submitted to Ofgem on 30 October
2014. This report also contained
skeleton contractual templates. It is
available for download from UK Power
Networks SNS project website. (PPR
Dec 2014, p. 34)
A confidential report called “SDRC 9.3
Evidence Report”, provided
descriptions of meetings held between
UK Power Networks and operational
partners and the commercial
arrangement sign off evidences. This
was submitted to Ofgem together with
SDRC 9.3 learning report. (PPR Dec
2014, p. 34)
Suitable commercial contracts were
entered into with Smartest Energy and
Kiwi Power. (PPR Dec 2014, p. 34)
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SDRC

Description of SDRC

Deadline

9.4 Energy Storage
as an Asset

Criteria:
29 May
Successfully commissioned energy
2015
storage device, with knowledge
developed, captured and
disseminated relating to the
commissioning and operation.
The knowledge generated through
the early operational experience and
training materials will be
incorporated, along with
methodologies for the asset
management and maintenance of
storage. A visit to the storage facility
will be organised and hosted for
interested DNOs and other
stakeholders to provide an additional
opportunity for dissemination.
Proposed evidence:
 Sign off of documentation of the
installation, commissioning and
test of energy storage device;
 Training will be undertaken with
operational field staff relating to
safety and operational
procedures of the energy storage
device and training materials will
be shared through the project
website;
 Meetings will be held with UK
Power Networks Asset
Management team to establish
and design appropriate asset
management methodologies for
storage. Minutes and notes will
be captured and the
methodologies and
considerations for large-scale
storage will be shared through
the project website; and
 At least one visit to the storage
facility for DNOs and other
stakeholders will be organised
and hosted by UK Power
Networks.

Result & Evidences
Completed On Time












SDRC 9.4 learning report called
“Energy Storage as an Asset” detailed
the learning from the installation,
commissioning, testing and early
operation of SNS was submitted to
Ofgem on 28 May 2015. It is available
for download from UK Power Networks
SNS project website. (PPR Jun 2015,
pp. 10,12)
A confidential report called “Energy
Storage as an Asset Evidence Report”
was also provided at the same time
with SDRC 9.4 learning report to
Ofgem. It contained all the evidences of
sign off documentation, training held,
meetings with Asset Management and
site visits. (PPR Jun 2015, p. 12)
Training was provided to UK Power
Networks local standby engineers on
25 November 2014 (PPR Dec 2014, p.
6) and control engineers in March
2015. (PPR Jun 2015, p. 34)
Training materials on SNS safety and
operational procedures is available for
download from UK Power Networks
SNS project website
(EOS 09-0070 - General training slides)
(EOS 09-0074 - Manual Control
training slides)
(EOS 09-0074 - Isolation Procedures
training slides)
(EOS 09-0074 Emergency Procedures
training slides)
Meetings were held with members of
the Asset Management team to
develop the approach for incorporating
the storage into business as usual
asset management systems and
processes. (PPR Jun 2015, p. 34)
By 29 May 2015, UK Power Networks
organised and hosted three site visits
to SNS on 15 December 2014, 18
March 2015 and 28 April 2015.
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SDRC

Description of SDRC

Deadline

9.5 Evolution of
Regulatory and
Legal
Arrangements
for energy
storage

Criteria:
30
The assessment of market and
September
regulatory considerations in the wider 2015
deployment of distribution-connected
storage and development of
recommendations to facilitate the
optimum use of storage and other
forms of flexibility. This assessment
will incorporate learning captured
during the development and
operation of trials.
Proposed evidence:
 Regular meetings will be held
with project partners and other
stakeholders to discuss ongoing
reviews and amendments to the
regulatory frameworks and the
impact on energy storage,
incorporating EMR, Electricity
Balancing SCR and other
ongoing developments. Minutes
and notes will be captured and
stored;
 Interim reports and or briefing
notes may be published to
facilitate these meetings; and
 A report detailing the market and
regulatory issues affecting
storage, the way future
developments may impact
storage flexibility and possible
changes required to regulatory
and commercial frameworks will
be produced and shared through
the project website.

Result & Evidences
Completed on Time








Attendance at a number of industry
seminars and events relating to
regulatory developments (ESN
Meetings on Capacity Mech & EMR).
(PPR Jun 2013, p. 28)
At the request of Ofgem, an interim
report called “SNS 4.13 – Interim
Report on Regulatory and Legal
Frameworks” identifying the regulatory
and legal barriers to the introduction of
storage was published on the project
website by June 2014. (PPR Jun 2014,
p. 27)
A series of workshops have been held
to review the legal and regulatory
barriers identified in an interim report
published last year. Potential solutions
have been identified and these have
been presented to suitable
representatives from all DNO’s and the
TSO. (PPR Jun 2015, p. 30)
SDRC 9.5 learning report called
“Recommendations for regulatory and
legal framework” and a confidential
evidence report was submitted to
Ofgem on 30 September 2015. The
evidence report described the meetings
held with project partners and other
stakeholders. The learning report is
available for download from UK Power
Networks SNS project website. (PPR
Dec 2015, p. 20)
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SDRC

Description of SDRC

Deadline

9.6 Analysis of
integrated
energy storage
contribution to
security of
supply

Criteria:
29 January
This criterion relates to the studies
2016
undertaken on the contribution of
energy storage to security of supply
over various time scales. An
emphasis will be placed on
quantifying the risks to supply when
the network is supported by energy
storage with a limited amount of
energy, taking also into account that
storage may be used to provide other
services.
Proposed evidence:
 Scenario tests will be designed to
demonstrate and assess the
storage contribution to network
security by Imperial College;
 Operational data and
performance relating to the trials
will be captured and analysed;
and
 A summary report will be
produced by Imperial College
describing the methodology
applied, key assumptions and
results of the analysis of the
benefits of energy storage to
distribution networks and
contribution to security of supply,
including recommendations for
amendments to network design
standards.

Result & Evidences
Completed on Time










The development of use cases that
would deliver the operational learning
required to assess contribution to
security of supply. (PPR Dec 2013, p.
27)
The development of trial designs that
would deliver the operational learning
required to assess contribution to
security of supply. (PPR Jun 2015, p.
30)
Development of requirements for
ancillary services testing and delivery
with the TSO, Kiwi Power, S&C Electric
and Younicos. (PPR Jun 2014, p. 28)
Meetings/conference calls held with
Imperial College London to scope,
monitor and track progress. (PPR Dec
2013, p. 27) (PPR Jun 2015, p. 30)
SDRC 9.6 learning report called
“Analysis of Integrated Energy Storage
Contribution to Security of Supply” was
submitted to Ofgem on 28 January
2016. It is available for download from
UK Power Networks SNS project
website. (PPR Jun 2016, p. 18)
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SDRC

Description of SDRC

Deadline

9.7 Successful
demonstrations
of storage value
streams

Criteria:
30 March
The end to end learning from the
2016
planning to the operational
performance in performing a range of
services with the storage facility will
be captured and shared.
Both technical data, relating to the
impact of the use of the storage on
the distribution network, and
commercial data, relating to the way
in which the service was provided
and any economic return for the
service will be identified and shared.
Proposed evidence:
 The detailed trial plans for each
storage service, including key
requirements and processes
required, will be captured through
meetings with UKPN and
operational partners and shared
through the project website;
 The operational data relating to
the impact on the distribution
network will be collected and
stored by Durham University. Any
financial performance data will be
captured and reported by UKPN;
and
 A report assessing the
capabilities of the storage device
in providing the range of services
will be produced and shared
thorough the project website,
incorporating an assessment of
the relative value of services
provided.

Result & Evidences
Completed On Time









SDRC 9.7 learning report called
“Successful Demonstrations of Storage
Value Streams” was submitted to
Ofgem on 30 March 2016. The report
described the detailed trial plans for
each storage services and the financial
performance for each service. (SDRC
9.7) It is available for download from
UK Power Networks SNS project
website. (PPR Jun 2016, p. 19)
The Services Use Cases Document and
the Conflicts/Synergies and
Commercial Strategies report that
formed the basis for the Detailed Trial
Plans were delivered. (PPR Dec 2013,
p. 28)
The development of commercial
arrangements underpinning these value
streams was initiated with the
development of invoicing and
reconciliation processes between
UKPN and the electricity supplier and
the aggregator. (PPR Dec 2013, p. 28)
SNS 3.5 – Service Trial Detail
Approach detailed the individual trial
designs. (PPR Jun 2014, p. 17)
Operational and reporting templates
the trial period was developed. These
templates were used to inform the
control room and network operations as
well as aggregate operational and
anticipated costing information to assist
with reconciliation of cash flows
between UK Power Networks and trial
partners. (PPR Dec 2014, p. 26)
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SDRC

Description of SDRC

Deadline

9.8 Full Evaluation
of the SNS
Solution

Criteria:
30
A detailed final project report
December
describing the project findings,
2016
knowledge generated and
recommendations on the wider roll
out of the SNS Solution will be
produced. The report will designed to
provide sufficient information to:
 Validate and assess which future
business models for storage are
viable;
 Inform stakeholders on the
commercial arrangements and
software platforms necessary to
enable these business models;
 Inform the ways in which storage
can be most economically
incorporated into future DNO
business plans;
 Assessment of the impact on
different future market scenarios
on the business cases, including
varying carbon prices, high
versus low wind penetration and
demand side response;
 Compare the performance and
value of storage flexibility to other
forms of storage; and
 Inform the design and structure
of future products or services that
storage may provide to DNOs
and TSOs.
Proposed evidence:
 Lessons learned throughout the
project have been captured and
recorded and shared through the
project website;
 Analysis has been carried out on
the business models for storage,
and validated with commercial
results from operational trials;
and
 Comprehensive end of project
report developed, incorporating
the information above, and
shared through the project
website and other dissemination
channels.

Result & Evidences
Completed early by two weeks








All lessons learnt were recorded in
SDRC 9.1 – 9.8 reports and PPR which
are available for download from the
SNS project website.
The Business Model Consultation
report and responses identified the two
lead storage business models.
(Business Model Consultation)
(Business Model Consultation
Responses)
The Business Case of Storage report
analysed the business case for the two
lead storage business models and
validated the DNO business case with
the results from the SNS operational
trials. (Business Case)
SDRC 9.8 end of project report called
“Final evaluation of the SNS solution”
was submitted to Ofgem on 16
December 2016. The report addressed
the SDRC criteria as shown in Table 1
of SDRC 9.8. (SDRC 9.8, p. 13) It is
available for download from SNS
project website.

Table 10: SDRC evidence table
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Appendix B
Date

Learning dissemination activities
Activity

Audience

24/01/2013

Presentation to EDF Energy - EDF Energy Research
Collaboration Meeting – Presentation of the SNS project

EDF Energy

01/02/2013

Building Design & Construction Magazine Article – UK
Power Networks innovation and Project introduction
UK Power Networks Innovation Update Newsletter – Spring
2013

Industry and
trade press
DNOs,
Industry and
trade
DNOs and
industry
stakeholders
Renewables
& Clean
energy
investors
Industry and
Trade
SSE/UK
Power
Networks
DNOs and
industry
stakeholders
AMT users

01/02/2013
01/03/2013

UK Power Networks Annual Review – SNS Project
introduction

12/03/2013

Project presentation at Clean Energy Finance &
Development Conference, London

23/04/2013

Energy storage forum, Berlin – presentation

02/05/2013

Knowledge Sharing Call with SSE

14/05/2013

Local Energy Markets Conference, London – presentation
of SNS alongside general innovation strategy

22/05/2013

17/06/2013

AMT-SYBEX Annual Conference, Stratford-upon-Avon –
Presentation of SNS project and approach
Production of a set of ‘Frequently Asked Questions’ (which
was updated on an on-going basis)
Distributed storage conference London

18/06/2013

Smart Cities and Smart Energy Conference

02/07/2013

Partners Forum – to discuss and capture any additional
learning, and to update and discuss progress with our
senior partner stakeholders with external project partners
Press Release on gaining planning permission consent

02/06/2013

03/07/2013
12/07/2013

09/07/2013
19/07/2013
23/07/2013
23/07/2013

Local Radio interview – an interview was provided to Mix
96 Radio, a local Leighton Buzzard radio station, covering
details of the project and why Leighton Buzzard had been
chosen
Local paper Feature – an article covered the project and
details of the development in the local paper, Leighton
Buzzard Observer
Know how piece for AMT-SYBEX website
Business Model Consultation released –– the consultation
was put up on the UK Power Networks website
alongside an email sent to interested parties
Business Models Event – presentation of the Business
Model Consultation to a group of Electricity Storage
Network Association members

Location

Type

EDF
Energy
office
Public
domain
Public
domain

Meeting

Public
domain

Press

Hilton
Tower
Bridge,
London
Berlin

Event

N/A

Meeting

London

Event

Stratfordupon-Avon
N/A

Event

Industry and
trade
Industry and
trade
Partners

London

Event

Cambridge

Event

London

Partner
Forum

DNOs,
industry and
trade
Local
residents

N/A

Press

N/A

Press

Local
residents

N/A

Press

DNOs,
Industry and
trade
DNOs and
industry
stakeholders
ESN
Members

N/A

Press

N/A

Consultati
on

London

Event

Anyone
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Date

Activity

25/07/2013

S&C Electric Press Release – a press release describing
the project and announcing their supplier contact. A
number of telephone briefings with media were completed
including the Guardian and Utility Week. Overall this
release was picked up by over 48 other news sources in
the UK and internationally
AMT-SYBEX Press Release – AMT-SYBEX released the
news on the planning outcome to compliment the other two
press releases
ESOF Meeting presentation of project

13/08/2013
26/09/2013

DNOs,
industry and
trade
DNOs and
industry
stakeholders
Local
residents

N/A

Press

Darlington

Event

Leighton
Buzzard

DNOs,
industry and
trade
Anyone
DNOs,
Industry and
trade
DNOs,
Industry and
trade
Partners

Bristol

Communi
ty
engagem
ent
Event

N/A
N/A

Comms
Press

London

Event

London

Partner
Forum

DNOs
Local
residents

Brighton
Leighton
Buzzard

Christmas Cards – residents in the immediate local area
were sent handwritten Christmas Cards, in support of local
charity Willen Hospice, to thank them for their patience and
understanding throughout the construction phase
Schools safety talk – to both Clipstone Brook and
Brooklands Middle School

Local
residents

Leighton
Buzzard

Local school

Leighton
Buzzard

Electricity Storage Network: Open Symposium – the project
was presented at the annual event of the Electricity Storage
Network, alongside other storage activities across the UK
ESOF Meeting – Chester
Utility Week Article

DNOs,
Industry and
trade
DNOs
DNOs,
Industry and
trade

N/A

Event
Communi
ty
engagem
ent
Communi
ty
engagem
ent
Communi
ty
engagem
ent
Event

Chester
N/A

Event
Press

08/10/2013

Energy Institute Conference presentation of project

11/10/2013
14/10/2013

Innovation website 'go-live'
Utility Week Article

16/10/2013

IET Power in Unity Conference

29/10/2013

Partners Forum – to discuss and capture any additional
learning, and to update and discuss progress with our
senior partner stakeholders with external project partners
LCNF Conference – presentation of project
Site hoarding erected at the trial site, which will display key
messages

14/01/2014

29/01/2014
05/02/2014
07/02/2014

Type

Press

Leighton Buzzard residents’ newsletter – to inform them of
building process at the Leighton Buzzard site

20/12/2013

Location

N/A

07/10/2013

11/11/2013
25/11/2013

Audience

DNOs,
industry and
trade
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Date

Activity

19/02/2014

Interview for Centre for Low Carbon Futures, FCO-funded
storage research project (Carried out by Peter Taylor,
University of Leeds with Nick Hayward). To identify
opportunities for UK-South Korea collaboration in energy
storage research and business. As part of the study, we are
conducting a series of interviews with a range of
stakeholders in both countries to identify opportunities and
barriers related to energy storage
Presentation of Legal/Regulation review summary to
Ofgem
ESOF Good Practice Guide Dissemination Event
SNS learning Event, London – Learning from SDRCs 9.1,
9.2

Centre for
Low Carbon
Futures

N/A

Press

Ofgem

London

Event

DNOs
DNOs,
Industry and
trade

Event
UK Power
Networks
Event

Partners Forum – to discuss and capture any additional
learning, and to update and discuss progress with our
senior partner stakeholders with external project partners
Opinion Piece, joint UK Power Networks S&C Electric –
written by Edelman media company
EPRI Software Case Study Report – Contributions, via an
interview, to a report of case studies on ‘Distributed Energy
Resource Management Systems’ by the Electric Power
Research Institute (EPRI), covering the details of the SOCS
system for scheduling and optimising the storage
Energy Storage World Forum – the project, and its key
learning from the design and planning stages was
presented at the Energy Storage World Forum
Contribution to project by Elexon examining the future
potential of storage, and challenges in relation to the BSC
News article - Putting storage to the test
http://www.utilityweek.co.uk/news/putting-storage-to-thetest/1003682#.U57SMfmwJcQ
ClickGreen joint Article, S&C UK Power Networks:
http://www.clickgreen.org.uk/opinion/opinion/124637-whystorage-is-key-to-allow-low-carbon-benefits-to-flow-toconsumers.html
PRASEG Parliamentary Reception, hosted by the ESN – A
presentation of the SNS project at an All-Party
Parliamentary Renewable and Sustainable Energy
Group reception in association with the Electricity
Storage Network. PRASEG is the cross party group for UK
politicians and senior industry stakeholders that exists to
promote sustainable energy issues in Parliament and the
wider political community.
Article – No low carbon benefits without energy storage
http://www.greenbang.com/no-low-carbon-benefits-withoutenergy-storage_26236.html
ESOF meeting – A presentation was given on the business
case for the SNS installation in Shetland, hosted by SSE
Smart Grids & Clean Power 2014 Conference

Partners

London
London,
Academy
of
Engineerin
g
Imperial
College

Industry and
trade
Industry and
trade

N/A

Press

USA

Report

DNOs,
Industry and
trade
Industry and
trade
Industry and
trade

London

Event

n/a

Report

Online

Press

Industry and
trade

Online

Press

Government,
Industry

London

Event

Industry and
trade

Online

Press

DNOs

Shetland

Event

DNOs,
Industry and
trade

Cambridge

Event

07/03/2014
20/03/2014
26/03/2014

27/03/2014
01/04/2014
01/04/2014

03/04/2014
01/05/2014
02/05/2014
21/05/2014

13/05/2014

27/05/2014
01/06/2014
04/06/2014

Audience

Location
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Date

Activity

18/06/2014

Utility Energy Storage Europe conference – project
presentation

23/06/2014

Knowledge sharing with the Institute for International SocioEconomic Studies, Japan – A workshop was held with
ISES members to discuss the SNS project, and other smart
grid developments
Energy Central Article on Smarter Network Storage – An
article authored for Energy Central describing the project
and it’s key objectives (July 2014)
http://www.energycentral.com/generationstorage/energysto
rage/articles/2953
Partners Forum – to discuss and capture any additional
learning, and to update and discuss progress with our
senior partner stakeholders with external project partners
CIRED Abstract Submission on Forecasting – An abstract
paper authored and submitted for the CIRED conference
on the forecasting methods and algorithms developed for
the SOCS platform by Newcastle University
CIRED Abstract Submission on the SNS Project – An
abstract paper authored and submitted for the CIRED
conference introducing the SNS project and the key aims,
methods and hypotheses
ESOF Meeting – A presentation on the frameworks for cost
comparisons of storage projects, based on the work within
the SNS project in Buxton
Institution of Mechanical Engineers (iMechE) Event –
‘Storage: An Integrated Approach’ – The project and details
of the construction and commercial aspects was presented
at the iMechE storage conference, which also initiated a
number of follow on meetings with specific organisations for
further dissemination
IET Power in Unity Conference – The SNS project, and the
technical details of the installation, was presented by S&C
Electric in Birmingham
Major Energy Users Conference (MEUC) – An overview of
the project was presented by the Regulation team
Meeting with the Greensand Trust – A meeting was held on
site with Phil Irving, an advisor, from the Greensand Trust,
a local charity involved in the protection of wildlife and
green spaces in the area, to discuss plans for the leased
land adjacent to the SNS facility
Ofgem WS6 Smart Grid Forum Presentation – The
project’s latest commercial and regulatory learning was
presented to the WS6 group
IEEE PES Panel – The challenges of an energy storage
project from engineering through to market design
Presentation to the Leighton Buzzard Society – A
presentation on the project and details of the storage
facility, was provided by the project team to the local
community group, the Leighton Buzzard Society

24/06/2014

28/07/2014
01/09/2014

01/09/2014

01/09/2014
23/09/2014

02/10/2014
07/10/2014
09/10/2014

13/10/2014
14/10/2014
16/10/2014

Audience

Location

Type

DNOs,
Industry and
trade
Industry and
trade

London

Event

London

Meeting

Industry and
trade

Online

Press

Partners

London

Partner
Forum

Industry and
trade

Europe

Paper

Industry and
trade

Europe

Paper

DNOs

Buxton

Event

Industry and
trade

Birmingha
m

Event

Industry and
trade

Birmingha
m

Event

Industry and
trade
Community
stakeholder

London

Event

Leighton
Buzzard

Communi
ty
engagem
ent

Government,
Industry

Ofgem

Event

Industry and
trade
Community
Stakeholders

Istanbul

Event

Leighton
Buzzard

Communi
ty
engagem
ent
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Date

Activity

Audience

Location

Type

19/10/2014

ENA Smarter Networks Video series – The project was
featured in a short film, commissioned by the ENA on
several aspects of Smarter Networks, including the use of
storage. The video can be viewed at:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YPF9cF_Utds

All interested
stakeholders

Online

Video

21/10/2014

DNOs,
Industry and
trade

Aberdeen

Event

05/11/2014

LCNI Conference 2014, Aberdeen – The SNS project
presented at the storage session relating to drivers of the
business case for energy storage, and provided an
overview of the SOCS IT platform
European Utility Week, Amsterdam – Storage Roundtable

Amsterda
m

Event

18/11/2014

Partners Forum at SNS Site

DNOs,
Industry and
trade
Industry and
trade

Leighton
Buzzard

21/11/2014

European Association for the Storage of Energy (EASE)
Global Conference, Paris – The SNS project was
presented at the first EASE conference, providing insights
into the business case for storage
Smart Grid World Summit

DNOs,
Industry and
trade

Paris

Tour &
Partner
Forum
Event

DNOs,
Industry and
trade
DNOs,
Industry and
trade
Government,
Industry,
DNO

London

Event

Online

Press

London

Event

Government,
Industry

Leighton
Buzzard

Tour

DNOs,
Industry and
trade

Online

Press

DNOs,
Industry and
trade

TV, Online

Press

DNOs,
Industry and
trade
DNOs,
Industry and
trade
Public

TV, Online

Press

Online

Press

Press

Press

Public

Radio

Press

24/11/2014
28/11/2014
30/11/2014

15/12/2014
15/12/2014

15/12/2014

15/12/2014
15/12/2014
16/12/2014
16/12/2014

News article – The Topic: Electricity storage
http://www.utilityweek.co.uk/news/the-topic-electricitystorage/1077242
Trilateral UK-Germany-France Workshop on Energy
Storage hosted by Department of Business, Innovation &
Skills – The SNS project was involved in providing input
into this policy-based workshop on storage entitled “How
can innovative policy support energy storage technologies
in the future energy system?”
SNS Launch Event – The SNS facility was officially opened
with a visit by Amber Rudd, MP, the Parliamentary Under
Secretary of State at DECC
News article – UK Power Networks starts two year ‘big
battery’ trial
http://www.utilityweek.co.uk/news/uk-power-networksstarts-two-year-%E2%80%98big-battery%E2%80%99trial/1082822
News article – Power boost as ‘biggest battery’ in Europe is
tried out
http://www.itv.com/news/anglia/2014-12-15/power-boostas-biggest-battery-in-europe-is-tried-out/
News article – Leighton Buzzard electricity facility tests
‘largest battery’
http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/business-30488657
Article – Europe’s ‘biggest battery’ sparks into life
http://www.businessgreen.com/bg/news/2386901/europesbiggest-battery-sparks-into-life
Leighton Buzzard Observer – "Leighton's big battery
powered up be Energy Minister
British Broadcasting Corporation (BBC) Three Counties
Radio – Energy Storage feature on Breakfast show
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Date

Activity

22/01/2015

Battery forum Deutschland – The project was presented by
battery management system provider, Younicos, at a
battery conference in Germany
ESOF Good Practice Guide Launch Event – The project’s
commercial and regulatory work was presented as part of
the ESOF launch event for the Good Practice Guide

27/01/2015

28/01/2015

29/01/2015

01/03/2015

12/03/2015

18/03/2015

20/03/2015

24/03/2015
24/03/2015
24/03/2015
24/03/2015

Electricity Storage Network Annual Symposium – The
regulatory and legal learning from the project was
presented at the annual event of the Electricity Storage
Network
Smart Energy UK & Europe 2015 – The project and detail
of the latest commercial business case work was presented
in London
Florida Power & Light, Energy Storage Summit – An
overview and details of the construction and installation,
and business case work was presented as part of a
knowledge exchange event with a American utility in
Florida
Renewable Energy Association (REA) Energy Storage
Event – An overview of the work of the Energy Storage
Operators Forum group was provided, and an overview of
the SNS project at the first meeting on storage of the
Renewables Energy Association
ESOF Meeting & SNS Tour & Dissemination Event, hosted
at Leighton Buzzard – The ESOF meeting was hosted
onsite in Leighton Buzzard, and combined with a technical
tour of the energy storage facility for the other network
operators. A session was also held to consult on the latest
regulatory and legal work underway to gauge views on
appropriate solutions for the regulatory barriers for licensed
operators
Commercialisation of Energy Storage in Europe; McKinsey
and Fuel Cells and Hydrogen Joint Undertaking (FCH JU) –
Contributions from the SNS project have been provided
and referenced in this report, supported by the European
Commission, analysing the development of the European
electric power system towards 2030 and the role and
commercial viability of energy storage
Scottish Renewables Annual Conference (by Smartest
Energy) – A presentation by project partners, Smartest
Energy, introducing the project and the learning so far
BBC Breakfast TV – Energy Storage for Solar interview
Today Programme – The SNS project was featured on the
Today Programme in an article about solar energy and
energy storage by Roger Harrabin
Engineering and Physical Sciences Research Council
(EPSRC) Energy Storage Hub

Audience

Location

Type

German
utilities

Germany

Event

DNOs,
Ofgem,
DECC,
Industry
Manufacturer
s, DNOs,
Ofgem,
DECC
Manufacturer
s, DNOs,
Ofgem,
DECC
Utility

iMechE,
London

Event

London

Event

London

Event

Florida

Event

Developers,
industry

London

Event

DNOs,
National Grid
& DNV Kema

Leighton
Buzzard

Tour

DNOs,
Industry and
trade

Report

Report

Developers

Scotland

Event

Public
Public

TV, Online
Radio

Press
Press

Academia
and Industry

Oxford

Event
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Date

Activity

Audience

24/03/2015

Carbon Trust TINA refresh and project Knowledge
Exchange – An interview was held by the Carbon Trust with
the SNS Project Lead, which provided an opportunity to
disseminate learning to guide a refresh of the Technology
Innovation Needs Assessments (TINA), and also
experiences & progress were shared on the regulatory and
commercial aspects to inform the development of a Carbon
Trust project looking into commercial models and
regulation for storage
Parliamentary Briefing POST note on Energy Storage –
The SNS project contributed heavily to the development of
a new parliamentary briefing note on energy storage,
covering the role of storage in the energy sector and
current barriers and policies. The POST note was
circulated to House of Lords and House of Commons
members and will inform the new post-election Government
of key issues relating to storage
Utility Week Live 2015, Birmingham – The SNS project,
and the latest learning was presented in a session entitled
‘Storage supporting the distribution network’
Large Scale Solar UK Conference, Bristol – The SNS
project, and the latest learning was presented at the Large
Scale Solar conference, attended by the renewable
development community
SNS Tour and Dissemination Event for City University
Postgraduate Students, Belectric & National Grid

Carbon Trust,
DECC

Call

Meeting

Government

Report

Report

DNOs,
Industry and
trade
Developers

Birmingha
m

Event

Bristol

Event

Academics,
industry and
TSO
Academia
and Industry

Leighton
Buzzard

Tour

Newcastle

Paper

Industry

Loughboro
ugh

Meeting

Partners

London

Partner
Forum

DNOs,
Industry and
trade

Rome

Event

Government
and policy
makers

Belgium

Meeting

Academics

Paper

Paper

01/04/2015

22/04/2015
30/04/2015

28/04/2015
30/04/2015

30/04/2015

14/05/2015
19/05/2015

27/05/2015

29/05/2015

Newcastle University Academic Paper – Probabilistic Sizing
of Electrical Energy Storage for Demand Peak Shaving with
Static and Real-Time Thermal Ratings; D.Greenwood,
P.Taylor, N.S.Wade – the SNS project data and learning
has fed into an academic paper published by Newcastle
University
ETI Strategy Group (SAG) – A detailed presentation on
both the construction and commercial aspects of the project
was made to this group, formed from (energy) strategy
experts from the wider energy industry and large industrial
companies
Partners Forum – to discuss and capture any additional
learning, and to update and discuss progress with our
senior partner stakeholders with external project partners
Energy Storage Word Forum 2015 – Due to specific
interest and for the third successive year, the project
presented an update on SNS to this prestigious audience of
world storage professions. This year the conference was
held in Rome
Directorate-General Energy, EU Commission, High level
roundtable discussion – The project was invited to
participate in a roundtable discussion with the Director
General of Energy for the European Commission. The topic
was the “Strategic contribution of energy storage to energy
security and internal energy market”, involving
presentations from Dominique Ristori and Paul Rubig, MEP
Abstract submitted for IEEE Transactions on Sustainable
Energy

Location
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Date

Activity

28/05/2015

07/07/2015

Institution of Civil Engineers (ICE) – A presentation/meeting
was held to inform the ICE of the learning gained to date. In
particular, discussions around the commercial and
regulatory framework issues were held in order to help
inform the ICE in formulating their proposed policy on
storage
IET Storage Event – “What’s next for the grid?”, London –
The SNS project has contributed to the development of this
IET event on storage, and will be presenting findings from
the project
Samsung SDI presentation at Intersolar conference
Germany
International Conference on Electricity Distribution (CIRED)
Conference Paper: Scheduling power and energy
resources in the Smarter Network Storage project,
Newcastle University – the SNS project and the
optimisation and forecasting techniques have been
presented as a paper at the 2015 CIRED conference
CIRED Conference – Roundtable Participation – The SNS
project was discussed and presented at a roundtable
session entitled “Energy Storage to alleviate distribution
network constraints” at the 2015 CIRED conference
SNS Site Tour

15/07/2015

SNS Dissemination & Site Tours

01/09/2015
04/08/2015

Utility Variable-Generation Integration Group
SNS Site Tour

29/09/2015

Infrastructure Asset Management; Innovation Excellence presentation on SNS

06/10/2015

SNS Dissemination & Site Tours

07/10/2015

SNS Dissemination & Site Tours

10/10/2015

SNS Site Tour

13/10/2015

Visit for Efacec & Portuguese TSO and DSOs and
Regulators
Briefing on Regulatory & Legal Barriers report to Ofgem
Visit for Chinese Delegation and Embassy staff

04/06/2015

10/06/2015
16/06/2015

17/06/2015

15/10/2015
20/10/2015
27/10/2015

02/11/2015
05/11/2015

Institution of Civil Engineers (ICE) Energy Storage Report
launch – presentation on panel
Leighton Buzzard Town Council Mobile Cinema – a video
of time lapse construction and project background
Briefing by Basil to DECC Energy Storage roundtable
European Utility Week Conference, Vienna

26/11/2015

SNS presentation at LCNI Conference

29/10/2015

Audience

Location

Type

Industry

London

Event

DNOs,
Industry and
trade

London

Event

Solar

Germany

Event

Academia
and Industry

Lyon

Paper

DNO,
Industry and
trade

Lyon

Event

Industry &
trade
Industry &
trade
Industry
Industry &
trade
DNOs,
Industry and
trade
Industry &
trade
Industry &
trade
Industry &
trade
Industry &
trade
Government
Industry &
trade
Industry &
trade
Local
residents
Government
International,
Industry,
trade,
Government
DNOs,
industry and
trade

Leighton
Buzzard
Leighton
Buzzard
San Diego
Leighton
Buzzard
London

Tour

Leighton
Buzzard
Leighton
Buzzard
Leighton
Buzzard
Leighton
Buzzard
London
Leighton
Buzzard
London

Tour

Leighton
Buzzard
London
Vienna

Video

Liverpool

Event
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Date

Activity

30/11/2015

Energy Storage Update – presentation by Samsung

02/12/2015

Emerging UK Energy Storage Market

08/12/2015

Partners Forum – to discuss and capture any additional
learning, and to update and discuss progress with our
senior partner stakeholders with external project partners
SNS Site Tour

20/01/2016

27/01/2016

Electricity Storage Network (ESN) Annual conference and
press briefing

28/01/2016

6th Smart Energy UK & Europe Summit

02/02/2016

SNS Site Tour

02/02/2016

IET Midland Group Talk on SNS Device in Leighton
Buzzard
Meeting with DECC to discuss 3rd Energy Package

04/02/2016
05/02/2016

Foreign & Commonwealth Office arranged delegation from
Brazil

17/02/2016

Heat Map – Stakeholder Engagement

23/02/2016

SNS Site Tour

23/02/2016
25/02/2016

DUoS presentation for Ofgem
DG Forum

03/03/2016

Canadian delegation

07/03/2016

SNS Site Tour

14/03/2016

Grid & Storage Workshop (UK & Ireland)

15/03/2016

Utility week Future Networks Conference

16/03/2016

Energy Storage Europe

17/03/2016

Smart Energy Marketplace

Audience

Location

Type

DNOs,
industry and
trade
Lawyers and
city
professionals
Partners

London

Event

London

Workshop

London

Partner
Forum

UK Power
Networks,
SPEN, Aston
University
Government,
industry &
trade, press
DNOs,
industry and
trade
Industry &
trade
IET members

Leighton
Buzzard

Tour

London

Event

ETC,
London

Event

Leighton
Buzzard
Birmingha
m
London

Tour

ENA

Event

London

Meeting

Leighton
Buzzard
London
London

Tour

Canadian
Embassy,
London
Leighton
Buzzard
ICL,
London

Meeting

Birmingha
m

Event

Dusseldorf

Event

Exeter

Event

UKPN/
DECC
Brazilian
Regulator/ind
ustry reps.
Storage
developers
Industry &
trade
Ofgem
DG
community
Energy
industry
Industry &
trade
Government,
industry and
trade,
academic
DNOs,
Industry and
trade
European
Industry &
trade, finance
&
investments
DNOs,
Ofgem,
DECC,
Industry
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Date

Activity

Audience

31/03/2016

Presentation of SNS project at the regulation seminar
Brasilia Seminar on request of the British Embassy in Brazil

Brasilia,
Brazil

Event

06/04/2016

SNS Site Tour
SNS Site Tour

12/04/2016

SNS Site Tour

13/04/2016

REA: Storage the DNO perspective

Leighton
Buzzard
Leighton
Buzzard
Leighton
Buzzard
London

Tour

08/04/2016

15/04/2016
19/04/2016

London
Glasgow

Meeting
Event

25/04/2016

Ofgem SDRC 9.7 briefing meeting
IET Power Electronics, Machines and Drives (PEMD)
Conference
SNS Site Tour
Clean Energy Summit 2016

Leighton
Buzzard
Twickenha
m

Tour

29/04/2016
17/05/2016

Utility Week Live – Electricity Theatre

Birmingha
m

Event

25/05/2016

Responsiveness – Driving customer and operational
response and looking to the future (AMT-SYBEX
conference)
EASE Expert Workshop on Energy Market Design for
Energy Storage

Government,
industry and
trade,
academic
Industry &
trade
Industry &
trade
Industry &
trade
DG
developers
Ofgem
Energy
industry
Industry &
trade
Government,
industry &
trade, press
DNOs,
industry and
trade
Capita
suppliers

Gloucester
shire

Event

EASE in
cooperation
with DG
ENER
Chemical
engineers
Industry &
trade
Industry &
trade
All interested
stakeholder
Industry &
trade
Partners

Brussels

Event

SCI,
London
Leighton
Buzzard
Leighton
Buzzard
Internet

Event

Leighton
Buzzard
London

Tour

Industry &
trade
Industry &
trade
Regulator,
DNO, SO,
interconnecto
r
Industrial and
commercial
customers,
utilities

Leighton
Buzzard
Leighton
Buzzard
Belfast

Tour

London
(Marble
Arch)

Event

26/05/2016

02/06/2016
15/06/2016

Evening lecture & expert panel discussion on Energy
Storage
SNS Site Tour

24/06/2016

SNS Site Tour

27/06/2016

Engerati webinar on SNS project and project learnings

29/06/2016

SNS Site Tour

30/06/2016
04/08/2016

Partners Forum – to discuss and capture any additional
learning, and to update and discuss progress with our
senior partner stakeholders with external project partners
SNS Site Tour

20/08/2016

SNS Site Tour

15/09/2016

Northern Ireland Energy Forum

06/10/2016

Major Energy Users Council Roadshow London

Location
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Date

Activity

Audience

Location

11/10/2016
13/10/2016
15/10/2016

LCNI conference – SNS had a stand with the model
showcased and 180 people attending the SNS presentation

Mancheste
r

Event

Magazine

Magazine

20/10/2016

SNS Site Tour
Canal Energia (Brazilian news agency) published article on
SNS

Leighton
Buzzard
Press

Tour

21/10/2016

31/10/2016

Solar Trade Association – Renewable and storage event

London

Event

05/11/2016

Power Responsive Storage Working Group

London

Meeting

15/11/2016

Barcelona

Event

28/11/2016

Presented business case findings from SNS project at the
European Utility week
Energy storage: A game changer for the energy market

Belfast

Event

02/12/2016

SNS learning and dissemination event – final

London

UK Power
Networks
Event

10/12/2016

Country Land and Business Association December 2016
magazine

Magazine

Magazine

20/10/2016

SNS Site Tour

DNO and
Transmission
Operator
Industrial and
commercial
customers,
utilities
Industry &
trade
Industrial and
commercial
customers,
utilities
Industrial and
commercial
customers,
utilities
DNO and
Transmission
Operator
Industry and
utilities
Industrial and
commercial
customers,
regulators,
academics,
TSO
DNO, Ofgem,
investors,
developers,
DG,
universities,
suppliers
Owners of
land, property
and business
in rural
England and
Wales
MP, local
community,
generator,
academic

Leighton
Buzzard

Tour

Energy Ireland Renewable Energy magazine – The big
battery article

Type

Press

Table 11: Learning dissemination activities
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Appendix C

SNS final event feedback

Live electronic voting results

Which part of the industry do you belong to?
1.

Regulated electricity companies (DNOs, TOs)

2.

Government bodies (Ofgem, BEIS, local council, etc.)

3.

Industry supply chain (Aggregators, suppliers, etc.)

4.

Manufacturers and technology suppliers

5.

Storage developers

6.

Investors

7.

Researchers (Academics, supply chain R&D, etc.)

8.

Industry associations and professional bodies

9.

Other (Consultants, professional services, etc.)

23% (20)
2% (2)
13% (11)
16% (14)
20% (18)
2% (2)
6% (5)
0% (0)
18% (16)
 2016. UK Power Networks. All rights reserved

Figure 10: Results of Question 1 from electronic voting of 88 attendees

What is your current involvement in battery
storage?
1.

You have or are developing a battery storage site

2.

You are thinking of building or investing in a battery storage site

3.

You are supplier or manufacturer of battery storage system

4.

You are involved in battery storage research

5.

Just interested in battery storage

23% (23)
19% (19)

16% (16)

21% (21)
23% (23)

 2016. UK Power Networks. All rights reserved

Figure 11: Results of Question 2 from electronic voting of 102 attendees
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Now having an understanding of the site,
would you mind having one near you?
1.

No, I would not mind at all – it is for the greater good

2.

No, if it is visually non-intrusive

3.

Maybe, I would need more information via a local consultation

4.

Yes, Not In My Back Yard (NIMBY)

33% (33)
42% (42)

21% (21)

3% (3)

 2016. UK Power Networks. All rights reserved

Figure 12: Results of Question 3 from electronic voting of 99 attendees

Before the presentation, did you assume that
grid connected energy storage
1.

was an off-the-shelf product?
1% (1)

2.

tailored to specification but available as integrated product?

3.

was built up out of components that are fully compatible?

4.

would still require some integration effort?

10% (10)
12% (12)
41% (42)

5.

would require significant integration effort?
37% (38)

 2016. UK Power Networks. All rights reserved

Figure 13: Results of Question 4 from electronic voting of 103 attendees
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Electricity demand patterns are changing due
to the low carbon transition. In your view, what
would be the implication for storage
optimisation?
1.

Demand patterns will become unpredictable making optimisation really
difficult

2.

Demand patterns will become less predictable, but progress of
optimisation software will keep up

12% (13)

71% (76)

3.

Demand patterns will change but will be predictable, making
optimisation easier and more accurate
17% (18)

 2016. UK Power Networks. All rights reserved

Figure 14: Results of Question 5 from electronic voting of 107 attendees

Has the SNS project helped you understand
the different value streams for storage?
1.

I was already aware of all the value streams

2.

I was only aware of some value streams

3.

I did not understand the value of storage before

53% (56)
44% (47)
3% (3)

 2016. UK Power Networks. All rights reserved

Figure 15: Results of Question 6 from electronic voting of 106 attendees
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What do you think is the biggest driver for the
storage business case?
1.

Capex

2.

Opex

3.

Revenues

4.

Financing

17% (18)

0% (0)
70% (74)

13% (14)

 2016. UK Power Networks. All rights reserved

Figure 16: Results of Question 7 from electronic voting of 106 attendees

Which storage classification do you agree
with?
1.

Storage considered as generation by default

2.

Define storage as a subset of generation with no primary legislation
change

3.

Define storage in primary legislation as a subset of generation

4.

Distinct classification as a separate licensed activity

5.

Allow storage to be an unlicensed activity

1% (1)

2% (2)
5% (5)
82% (75)

10% (9)

 2016. UK Power Networks. All rights reserved

Figure 17: Results of Question 8 from electronic voting of 92 attendees
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Which storage benefit do you believe will have
the greatest contribution to the whole
electricity system?
1.

Increasing utilisation of renewable generation or low carbon
technologies and reducing conventional generators for system
balancing

2.

Avoided network investment costs

3.

Enabling carbon targets to be met with lower volume of investment in
low carbon generation capacity

66% (51)
13% (14)

13% (14)

 2016. UK Power Networks. All rights reserved

Figure 18: Results of Question 9 from electronic voting of 77 attendees

In your opinion, which is the biggest barrier to
storage?
1.

Obtaining timely and cost effective network connections

2.

Network charge for importing and exporting electricity

3.

Double counting of final consumption levies

4.

Clarity of government planning process

5.

Clarity of regulatory classification of storage

27% (23)

11% (9)

13% (11)
9% (8)

40% (34)

 2016. UK Power Networks. All rights reserved

Figure 19: Results of Question 10 from electronic voting of 85 attendees
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In your opinion, which aspect of SNS has made
the greatest impact on the storage industry?
1.

Battery operational experience

2.

Storage business case including the value streams

3.

Storage commercial arrangements

4.

Regulatory changes needed to enable storage

26% (22)

38% (32)

4% (3)

33% (28)

 2016. UK Power Networks. All rights reserved

Figure 20: Results of Question 11 from electronic voting of 85 attendees

Post event survey results from SurveyMonkey of 70 attendees

Figure 21: Results of Question 1 from post event survey
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Figure 22: Results of Question 2 from post event survey

Figure 23: Results of Question 3 from post event survey
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Figure 24: Results of Question 4 from post event survey

Figure 25: Results of Question 5 from post event survey
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Appendix D

DNO peer review support letter
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